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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The evolution of Iowa agriculture has been nothing short of remarkable. Consider the 
subsistence farm of the "sod-busting" days. It was a small , labor-intensive uni t with a high 
degree of integration among a well -diversified mix of enterp1ises. The farm 's purpose as an 
economjc unit was to ilirectly provide food and resources for family living. Compare that 
with today's Iowa farm. It i s highly- leveraged, capital-intensive, inextricably linked to factor 
and commodity markets, produces a specialized product mjx, and covers hundreds or 
thousands of acres. As an economic unit, its purpose is to produce a few bul k commoditi es 
at the lowest possible cost of production. The change could not be more striki ng. 
D ifferent te1ms have been applied to this evolution. "Industriali zation" and 
"commerciali zation" are the most prevalent. Regard less of the term used, the change is an 
inevitab le, in-eversible consequence of the growth and development of the Uni ted States 
economy (McCalla and Valdes, 1999). It is interesting to examine how the individual 
components of the agricultural system have changed as the system itself changes. At the 
farm level, these inc lude size, ownershi p structure, profi tabil ity, labor, technology, debt level, 
and off-farm work, among others. These issues have received extensive treatment from 
economic researchers. An issue that seems to have received less attention is change in 
di versification of farm enterp1i ses over time. 
Diversifi cation must be couched within a specific context to make measurement and 
discussion of it meaningful. Di versifi cation can be defined as a characteri stic of a region, 
meaning the num ber of ilifferent industries that serve as major employers in that region; or it 
can be defined for a specific fi rm, meaning the number of products or services offered to the 
market (Kulshreshtha, 1989). This ruscussion places it at the firm level, or more specifically, 
at the Iowa farm firm level. 
Even at the fi rm level, di versification can take on many different definitions. In the 
United Kingdom, farm ill versification is usually meant as any economic activity canied out 
by the fmm household (Gasson, 1988; Shucksmith et al, 1989; Evans and Ilbery, 1993; Shaw 
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and Hale, 1996). It can inc lude agricultural production, nonagricultural services offered on 
the farm (lodging, hunting, fi shing, tours, etc.), work performed on other farms (custom 
hiring), and nonagricultural work performed off the farm. In these forms, diversification is 
synonymous with the terms " part-time farming" and "plu1iactivity". When defined in such a 
way, the di scussion is usua ll y centered on rural development, farm structure, and the viability 
of the famil y farm. This thesis is not concerned with pluriactivity, but is confined to 
agri cu ltural activity performed on the fa1m. 
The definition must still be naITowed. It can take on an operational meaning. KeJT 
(1989) does not consider a firm or region to be diversified unless multiple enterprises reduce 
the income variability of that firm or region. It is more than simply a function of the number 
of enterprises undertaken or products produced. However, the focus here is to examine 
changes in the mix of farm enterprises. Reduction of income variability is a possible factor 
in the change, but does not enter into the definition . 
One further refinement is necessary to obtai n a working definition useful for this 
thesis. Diversity can mean investment in assets as well as acti vities. A farmer's diversified 
portfolio might include on-farm production enterp1ises, stocks and bonds, and a share in a 
joint venture such as an ethanol processing plant (Brown, 1989). Agricultural diversification 
can certain ly be discussed in terms of captu1ing more value from the farm-gate-to-retail -store 
supply chai n (Klein and Chase-Wilde, 1989). Value-added agricu lture is often cited as the 
key to rural development in the United States. Again , this study is not concerned with off-
farm investmenl. 
One is now left with a definition of diversification: the distribution of resources 
among agricul tural production enterprises on the farm. This is what will be measured and 
di scussed. The term "enterprise" means the production of a specific crop (com, soybeans, 
alfalfa, etc.) , a group of products (dairy, poultry, etc.), or a type of livestock (cattle, hogs, 
sheep, etc.). It is synonymous with the term "farm activity". Di versification and 
specialization are antonyms. 
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The ex isting studies have investigated it in a static , cross-sectional form, or at best 
over a small increment of time. Heady ( 1952), Stovall ( 1966), Johnson ( 1967), Hackbart 
and Anderson (1975), Pope and Prescott ( 1980), Brown ( 1989), and Kerr (1989) are a few 
examples. Some of these have expounded the microeconomic theory of di versification in a 
farm management setting (Stovall, 1966; Johnson, 1967), while others have simulated 
enterprise portfolios and examined correlations, income vmiance, and other characteristics in 
light of microeconomic theory (Heady, 1952; Brown, 1989; KeIT, 1989). However, these 
studies could be read as farm management or microeconomic tex tbook material. 
Furthermore, drawing conclusions from cross-sectional studies of diversification can be 
dubious if not careful ly evaluated (Mishra et al, 1999). 
There is a gap in the literature. First, a robust measure of long-term change in farm 
diversification is Jacking. Second, an attempt has not been made to explain the specific 
forces driving changes in diversification. This thesis is intended to begin fi lling that gap. It 
thus serves a dual purpose. One function is to empiricall y document the evolution in Iowa 
farm diversification dming the 20th century. The other function is to propose an economic 
hypothesis that sheds li ght on the evolution. 
The hypothesis will have a fairly narrow focus. A system as complex as Arne1ican 
agri culture, when subjected to such a thorough , holistic change, is bound to be tied up with 
several variables. One characteristic of the system, such as diversification , wi ll interact with 
those several variab les. It will also be related to the other characteristics of the system, such 
as farm size, labor, and others previously li sted. This makes for an intricate web. A 
complete explanation is difficult, to say the least. An attempt was made to identify a 
common thread running through al l pa1ts of the system. What vari able has a part to play in 
changing all aspects of the system? Techno logy is certainl y a candidate. It is c losely related 
to farm size, labor, structure, and so on (Gardner, 2002, p. 8). Here it is hypothesized that 
technology, along with agronomics and transactions costs , is the p1imary cause of the trend 
observed in lowa farm di versification during the 201h century. 
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The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two will di scuss the 
theory behind the hypothesis. Chapter three presents an empirical measurement of Iowa farm 
diversification. It fulfills the purpose of documenting the change. The documentation will 
also help fl esh out the other pait of the dual purpose, the explanation. Along with the case 
studies of chapter four, it wi II dovetail with the theory of chapter two and set forth a complete 
picture of the hypothesis. The fifth chapter detai ls an econometric test of the hypothesis. A 
discussion of the test methodology and the results is inc luded. Finally, chapter six concludes 
the thesis with a brief summary of the content, ideas about the future of farm di versification, 
and suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The objective of this chapter is to explore the theory behind fa.rm enterprise 
diversification. Specifically, it discusses theory that can aid in explaining how the enterprise 
mix has changed in the 20111 Century. Two different frameworks are examined. First, 
portfolio theory and its applicability to farm di versification are examined. Second, a micro 
level approach is presented in the form of farm firm theory. 
Portfolio Theory 
A natural topic to begin an examination of fann di versification is portfolio, or 
diversification , theory. It rears from the world of fi nance and investment theory. The intent 
of this section is not to rehash investment theory, covered thoroughl y e lsewhere. Rather, a 
b1i ef review is given, fo llowed by a critical assessment of the theory's application to farm 
enterprise di versification. 
The seminal work on portfolio selection was done by Markowitz (1952, 1959). An 
efficient portfolio o f investments is determined by two moments, the mean and variance of 
its return. If a leve l of expected income is given, the portfolio yieldi ng the lowest income 
variance is said to be efficien t. Equivalently, a portfolio yielding the highest level of 
expected income for a given amount of variance is also efficient. A co llection of the points 
at which efficient portfolios lie fo1ms a curve ca lled the Markowi tz efficiency frontier. This 
frontier forms the upper bound on the feasible set of portfolios. The feasible set is restricted 
by two conditions. First, it is bounded above, wh ich is fulfi lled if the returns on the different 
enterprises have finite means and va1iances (Johnson, 1967). Second, the upper bound is 
strictl y concave, which is fulfilled if the covari ance matrix of returns for the enterp1ises is 
positi ve defi njte (Johnson, 1967). The effic ient po11folio chosen from those on the fronti er 
wi ll depend on the investor's risk preferences (Stova ll , 1966). 
A ri sk-avener will always want to diversify. Consider two assets, x and y. T hey will 
be combined in portfolio R, x with share a and y with share (1 - a), 0 .:::; a.:::; l. The variance 
of portfolio R is: 
(1) cr2R = a2cr2x + (1 - a)2cr\ + 2(a)( l-a)crx<JyPx.y· 
Minimizing (1), the va1iance function , with respect to a: 
dcrJda = 2acr\ + (2a- 2)cr2 y + (2 - 4a)crxcryPx.y = 0 
- = a(2cr\ - 4 <JxCTyPx.y + 2 cr2 y) = 2cr2 y- 2 CTx<JyPx,y 
(2) - a* = 2cr2 y- 2 crxCTyPx./(2cr\ - 4 CTx<JyPx.y + 2 cr2 y) 
To simplify, let cr2x=cr2y= cr2 . Now, equation (2) becomes: 
(3) a* = (I - Px.y)/2(1 - Px.y) = 1/2. 
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The optimum portfolio contains x and yi n equal proportions. This is a theorem first proved 
by Samuelson (1967). Two investments with independent and identical di stributions of 
returns will give optimal di versification with the investments in equal proportions in the 
portfolio (Samuelson, 1967). This holds for a ri sk-averrer with a strictly concave utility 
function and equal means in the returns. This has been extended ton interdependent 
(correlated) investments, and to cases in which the returns are not identically di st1ibuted 
(Samuelson, 1967; Hadar and Russell, 1974). If there are n assets, the optimum portfolio has 
each asset with proportion 1/11. 
In a more general case, Brown (1989) mentions that the variance of a portfolio of 
assets wi ll always be less than or equal to that of an individual asset. To see this, return to 
equation (1). Again, assume cr2.\ =cr2y= cr2• Set a= l . Then portfolio variance, crR, is cr2. 
The same result is obtained if a= 0. Now, set a = 112. The result is: 
(4) cr2/4+ cr2px,/2 +cr2/4 = cr2/2(1 + Px.y). 
The variance depends on the correlation coefficient. Since the upper bound on Px.y is l , the 
maxi mum of equation (4) is cr2. Any correlation va lue of - L ~ Px.y < 1 will result in a fraction 
of cr2 . This holds for any va lue of a. Again, a is bounded by 0 and 1. If the variances cr2.,, and 
cr2yare not equal, there will sti ll be a value of a that makes the po11folio variance less than 
that of either asset. Lower COJTelation values between asset returns wil l make di versification 
more attractive, but even high, positive values of rho wi ll yield gai ns from di versifying. 
Brown (1989) showed that adding assets to a portfolio substantial ly decreases its variance 
with the asset returns correlated at .5. 
The ideas presented above do not mean an investor will always invest in as many 
assets as possible. The main idea is that diversification always helps because il increases the 
choice set. There wi ll be more options from which an investor can choose. There are other 
considerations that determine the best option, or the optimal po11folio of assets. 
The Capital Asset Pricing Model 
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An alternati ve method of measuring an investment's risk is provided through the 
familia r Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). It was derived by Sharpe (1964) and Treynor 
(1961). It has si nce been extended by Lintner (1965a, 1965b), Mossin (1966), and Berk 
(1997), among others. CAPM assumes that a co1Tectly valued investment should yield the 
risk-free rate (government treasury securities) plus a premium to compensate for risk, which 
is measured by its beta value. Beta is defined as the investment's correlation coefficient with 
a market portfolio, multiplied by its own standard deviation , and then di vided by the market's 
standard deviation (Sharpe, 1964). The market's beta is 1.0. An investment with a beta of 
1.0 has an expected return equal to the market's expected return. A high beta indicates high 
systematic ri sk, and vice versa. The relationshi p between beta (its systematic ri sk) and 
expected return forms the security market line, which is linear and shows the risk-return 
trade-off for the market (Sharpe, 1964). 
CAPM extends portfolio theory in three important aspects. First, only the 
nonsystematic risk component of a p011folio can be e liminated. To see thi s, consider the beta 
value as the slope of a regression line. The variation in an investment that changes with the 
market portfolio va1iation is the systematic component. The residual of the regression, or the 
standard e1Tor, is that component uncorre lated with the market po1tfo lio. This is the 
unsystematic component. If follows that the portion of an asset's risk which stems from its 
correlation with the return on the market cannot be eliminated by add ing that asset to the 
portfolio. In other words, no matter how we ll -diversified a po1tfolio consisting of assets 
from the market, the portfolio 's systematic 1isk cannot be eliminated. Common sense 
dictates that a strong correlation between an asset and the market wi ll necessitate a high 
expected rate of return for that asset to compensate for the hjgh systematic risk. 
y 
r ~ M.ckowitz 
efficiency 
frontier 
FIGURE 2.1 Portfolio selection (from Lintner 1965b) 
Market 
opportunity 
line 
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The second extension, as given in Lintner (1965b) shows that the re is one optimal 
mean-variance combination, but many different portfolios possess that combination. This is 
shown in Figure 2.1. Define y as the return on the market and cry as the standard deviation of 
the market return . Definer as the return on a given portfolio of assets , crr as the standard 
deviation of that po1tfolio, r* as the risk-free rate, and w as the ratio of investment in risky 
assets to total net investment. T he investor chooses a portfolio along the market opportunity 
line with the maximum slope. That is, the investor maximizes 8, the slope of the line, 
defined as 
e = (r - r*)/ crr. 
Naturally, this is the s lope that is tangent to the market opportunity line, as it gives the set of 
efficient portfolios. Any portfolio along thi s line is efficient because it is a linear 
combination of the optimal mean-variance combination. In other words, fo r any expected 
return the investor chooses, it will have the minimum variance. A more ri sk-averse investor 
will perhaps choose the ponfolio represented by indi fference curve U i (w < 1, a saver). One 
who is less risk-averse could be represented by Uj. with a higher expected return and higher 
variance (w > 1, a bon-ower). 
Two imp01tant coroll aiies fo llow from Figure 2. 1. One is the separation theorem of 
Tobin (1958). As given in Lintner (1965b), return on total net investment is: 
(1) y = (1 - w)r* + wr = r* + w(r - r*); 0::; w < oo 
The mean and vaiiance of net investment are: 
(2a) 
(2b) 
y = r* + w(r - r*) 
2 2 2 
cr y=W <Jr 
Equating 2a and 2b to eliminate w yields: 
(3a) y = r* + 8 cry. where 
(3b) 8 = (r - r*)lcrr. 
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As demonstrated above, 8 is first maxjmized. Substituting this value into (3a) and choosing 
the (y, cry) pair that fits with the investor's util ity function wi ll yield a y value. This in tum, 
can be plugged into (2a) to determjne w (since r and r* are known). The investor' s choice of 
the optimal portfolio is independent of how intensively the portfolio is utilized, or the value 
ofw. 
The second coroll ary from Figure 2. 1, stressed by Lintner (1965a), shows that 
diversification is meant to provide the best available combination of risk and return. The 
object of diversifying is not to minimize risk per se. Any risk-averse investor wants to 
minimize risk for any given rate of return. The object is to find the portfolio with the best 
ratio of expected return to standard deviation of po1tfolio return , or the maximum 8. In 
practice, this portfolio is never the one with minimum risk. T he optimal portfolio' s extra 
return more than compensates for the added 1isk in holding it. An important consideration in 
diversification is the expected return that is given up to ensure Jess risk. 
A third extension of portfolio theory by the CAPM expands the restrictions on utili ty 
functions. It was previously thought that one of two assumptions must hold true for the 
mean-variance approach to be technically correct. One assumption is nmmaJ distribution of 
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returns; the other assumption states that the utility function depends only on mean and 
standard deviation. Samuelson showed that a two-moment utility function can produce a 
portfolio that does not necessari ly fa ll on the efficiency frontier. The so lution to the 
diversification problem is thus "optimal" . but not effic ient (a misspecification problem). 
(Samuelson expressed dissatisfaction with the two-moment analysis of a statistical 
di stribution, and argued for an analysis without means, va1iances, and covariances.) The 
CAPM was originalJy deri ved under thi s two-moment assumption, but recent work by Berk 
(1997) has shown that CAPM can hold if utility functions are polynomials of order N, 0 < N 
< oo. It can a lso ho ld if utility functions are not polynomjal, but rather analytic functions. In 
this case, returns need not be no1111all y distributed, but are elliptically distributed instead. 
Applications to Farm Enterprise Selection 
When one moves from pure di versification theory to agticultural economi.cs, the 
means and variances of returns on investments is translated into mean income and vari ability 
of farm enterprise mixes. Heady (1952) was the first to thoroughly examine di versification 
and its application to income variabi lity and planning under uncertainty, topics that had 
previously been given only passing mention in farm managemen t and economics literature. 
Heady pointed out that diversification can serve the dual function of reducing year-to- year 
income fluctuations and reducing the probabi lity of severe Joss (bankruptcy) in any given 
year. He also explored how variance differed when resources, or enterprises , are added to an 
operation versus when resources are held constant but shifted among different enterprises. 
Heady (1952) plugged variances of gross incomes of different crops into a simple 
two-enterprise model to compute minimum variance combinations, their c01Tesponding 
income levels, corre lation coefficients between pairs , and minimum and average incomes of 
various pairs. The data covered 1910 to 1950. The model used wheat, milo, and barley data 
from Fort Hayes, Kansas and com, oats, hay, and wheat data from Monona County, Iowa. 
Since Heady' s study, several empirical and theoreti cal applications of di versificati on 
and portfolio theory have been made to farm enterprise diversification. Empirical studies of 
farm enterp1ise diversi fi cation are m y1iad. Pope and Prescott (1980) conducted a cross-
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sectional anal.ysis of di versification 's relationship to socioeconomic characteri stics on 
Californ ia crop farms . White and Irwin (1972) used Census of Agriculture data in a 
discussion of the relation between size and di versification. Kerr (1989) investigated the 
correlations and covariances among 27 commodities for the period 1977 to 1986 in a study of 
potential effects of diversification in Canadian prairie agriculture. Brown (1989) and Turvey 
and Dri ver (1987) used the CAPM approach in studies of the mean-variance trade-offs of 
different enterprise mixes, also in Canadian ag1iculture. Stovall li sts studies of 
di versification and income vruiation for crop mixes in California, Oklahoma, Kentucky, and 
Illinois. These are similar to Heady's analysis of lowa and Kansas crop mixes. Gardner 
(2002, pp. 136-140) ca lculated a correlation matrix for fifteen agri cullural commodities using 
U.S. p1ice data covering the period 1911to 1996. 
In the realm of theory, Stovall (1966) di scussed frum planning that extended Heady's 
two-enterprise model. It included land and income constraints, with a quadratic 
programming technique suggested as a means of findi ng the feas ible , maximum-income 
allocation of two enterprises. Johnson (1967) applied Tobin 's separation theorem to ru·gue 
that the optimal portfo lio of ri sky farm enterprises is unrelated to the portion of land devoted 
to risky enterprises out of total land owned (the ratio of 1isky to ri skless enterp1ises). 
What, then, does p011folio theory reveal about selection of farm enterp ri ses? 
Common sense says that if diversifying through adding enterprises always helps reduce 
variance and increases the opportunity set, a farmer should be diversified into as many 
enterp1ises as possible. This is especial ly so if enterprise returns are iid with equal means. 
Such a high degree of di versification is not observed in reality. The CAPM gives some hints 
on the reasons behind this. 
First, the CAPM il lumi nates the important fact that on ly nonsystematic risk can be 
di versified out of a po1tfolio. If the systematic ri sk, or that of the market portfolio, is very 
high , it does not bode well for the ri sk-averse investor since the systematic risk cannot be 
eliminated by investing with in the market. Gardner concluded that even the most diversified 
commodity portfolios are quite unstab le. The studies of Canadian agriculture have also 
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concluded that di versification within agricul tural e nterprises is limi ted (Brown, 1989; Turvey 
and Dri ver, 1987· KerT, 1989). It should be pointed out that small positive correlations can 
substanti a ll y reduce portfo lio vari ance, but most commoditi es do not even exhibit thi s 
property (Brown, 1989; G ardner, 2002, pp. 139). These studies suggest that even if 
nonsystematic risk in agriculture can be di versi fied away, the high systemati c ri sk inherent in 
the agri cultural sector makes farm enterprise diversification ineffective in dealing with ri sk. 
Second, the optimum mean-vari ance combination of a portfolio of farm enterprises 
(the highest 8) is not the one with the lowest vari ance. The best risk-return trade-off will be 
chosen by the farmer. This is especiall y vital in an agricultural setting, where economies of 
size cause di sparities in mean returns and government ptice support programs affect risk of 
returns. T hese issues are thoro ughl y discussed in the next section. 
Third, the separation theorem gi ves some insight into the size of a farm operati on. 
Once the optimal enterpri se mix is chosen, the farmer must choose how intensively to util ize 
that mix . T hi s is the same as c hoosing a portfolio along the optimal m arket opportunity line. 
Agai n, thi s idea is augmented by the di scuss ion in the next secti on. 
Fina ll y, skewed income di stri butions often appear in agricultural setti ngs and uti lity 
functions with higher moments are commonl y found in agiicu lture (Brown, 1989). This 
could warp an examination of farm enterpri se selection based on the assumptions of 
norm ality of returns and two-moment utility fu nctions. However, Berk ' s wo rk shows that 
CAPM can possibly be uti li zed with non-normal di stri butions and high moment or analytic 
uti Ii Ly functions. 
One can see that CAPM provides a framework within which to analyze farm 
enterpri se selection. However, it has limitati ons. Other factors will determine the optimal 
product mix and the intensity of its use. A key limitation underl ying mean-vari ance analysis 
is the assumption of zero transacti ons costs. This is an especiall y important assumption of 
CAPM (Lintner, 1965). An investor can allocate a stock of a perfecll y di visible capital 
am ong investments wi th little to nil transaction and coordi nation costs . In C APM, thi s means 
dividing money among securi ties. However, in agricul ture , capital (which is far from being 
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perfectly divi sible) is allocated among farm enterprises that might require significant costs in 
the form of management, supervision, and coordination. In terms of planning and 
management requirements, starting a hog farrow-to-finish operation is signi ficantly di fferent 
from adding another stock to a po1tfolio. 
Two major ideas emerge from po1tfolio theor y: 1) reducing variabili ty of income 
through cli versifying into different farm enterprises seems clifficult, and 2) CAPM is a good 
framework but has limitations. T he questions thus remain: What is the purpose of a farm 
enterpri se combination? What causes that combination to change over time? Does the 
farmer even view ri sk as a factor when deciding an enterp1ise mix? Answers can possibly be 
found in the theory of the farm. 
The Theory of the Farm 
A longstanding issue that has vexed economists is the continuing ex istence of the 
family farm. As Allen and Lueck (2000, p. 643) comment, "The average economist has 
shown a remarkable fascination with farmi ng and its various economic de tai Is even though 
the average economist knows almost nothing about farming." To the average economist, it 
seems famil y farm s, particularl y of small and medi um size, are anomalous. The rapid 
technological advances of recent decades should have "industrialized" all aspects of 
agriculture, making the traditional family farm suboptimal, thus spelling its doom. This issue 
does not directl y bear on farm diversification , but there are some indirect linkages that make 
the theory of the fa1m pertinent to di versification r. An explanation for the persistence of 
family farms provides insight into the patterns of di versi fi cation observed on those farms. 
Fi rst, the theory of the profit-maximizing firm does not accurately describe the fami ly 
farm. Rather, the theory of farm households is appropri ate (Schmitt, 1991). Optimal farm 
size must be analyzed within a framework that accoun ts for on-fann and off-farm use of the 
resources available to the household. Put another way, the film is a goods and services firm, 
providing not only agricu ltural goods, but also services such as custom farm work and labor 
for off-farm jobs (Madden and Partenheimer, 1972). 
1 For a thorough di scussion of farm structure see Allen and Lueck (1998) and Sch milt (1991. 1992). Full 
reference information is given in the "References" section al the end of the paper. 
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Second, transactions costs are c ited as a major advantage for the family farm in 
organizing agricultural producti on. This c losely fo llows the famous Coase theory (Coase, 
1937). The organizational form wi th the highest revenue net of transacti ons costs wil l win 
out in the end. These costs arise out of market imperfections and uncertainties resulting from 
impe1fect information (Schmitt, 1992). Madden and Partenheimer (1972) identify six types 
of uncertainty facing farms: price , yield, cost, technological, human, and institutional. In 
general , transactions cost is a catch-al l term for any cost founded to reduce those 
uncertainties (Schmitt, 1992). Specificall y, they are costs of arranging, monitori ng, and 
enforcing contracts (Schmitt, 1992). They need not involve a market exchange, but always 
concern the maintenance of property ri ghts (Allen and Lueck, 2000). 
Schmitt (1990) v iews lower transactions costs of farming organized by farm families 
versus large farms using hired labor as the p1ime reason for the superiority of fami ly farms. 
Indeed, hired labor gives ri se to human uncertainty and the principal-agent problem, which in 
turn c reates moral hazard. Transactions costs result from monitoring and supervising efforts 
that mWgate moral hazard. 
Three characteristics of agricu lture make monitoring costs high. One characteri sti c is 
its spatial nature. This is emphasized by Schmitt (1991) and Pollack (1985). Production is 
decentrali zed, sometimes covering thousands of acres for crop farms and tens of thousands 
for ranches. Monitoring such a dispersed labor force is expensive. Economies of size might 
point the way to such large sizes (as will be di scussed later), but the transactions costs will 
outweigh any productivity gains of size economies. 
A second charactetistic that can cause high transactions costs is complexity of assets 
(Allen and Lueck, 2000). Madden and Pa11enheimer (1972) give examples such as fields 
composed of different soil types, a di verse dairy herd, and a diverse beef feedlot. The farmer 
wil l often find it easier to do the work instead of micromanaging hired labor that is sure to be 
less familiar with the proper ways o f farming with such nonuniform resources. 
The third, and perhaps most important, characte1istic is seasonality, or uncertainty 
introduced by nature. Allen and Lueck's (1998) major contribution to understanding farm 
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ownership structure came in their paper 711e Theory of the Fann. Clearl y a take on Coase's 
The Nature of the Firm, they melded Coase's theory with seasonality to explai n fa1m 
organization under a variety of conditions. They argue that seasonality, or the peri odic 
nature of biological processes inherent in crop and livestock production, is the major force 
that separates farm organization from industrial organization. It makes in tuiti ve sense that it 
is a primary force preventing the indust1i alization of all agricul ture. 
Many economists ponder why multi -thousand acre, highl y speciali zed farms have not 
replaced all small , fami ly-01iented farms. Allen and Lueck (1998) go fu rther and ask why 
each stage of production is not specialized into separate firms. In this contex t, speciali zation 
means one fi rm does the planting, another the chemical application, another the harvesting, 
and so on. However, gains from spec iali zation in agri cu lture are mini mized by seasonal 
factors. Essentiall y, "Production stages in farmin g tend to be short, infrequent, and require 
few di stinct tasks, thus limiting the benefits of specialization and maki ng wage labor 
especially costly to monitor" (Allen and Lueck, 1998, pp. 346-47). 
Seasonality fu11her complicates agricultura l production because each stage must be 
completed in a timely fashion. Substanti al yield Joss can occur if e.ither the crop is not 
planted and harvested at optimum times, or if weeds and pests are not controlled 
appropriate ly. Again , a farmer has moti vation to perform each task. As Allen and Lueck 
(1998, p. 355) state, "Wi th production unce11ainty (at each step), hired workers have 
incenti ves to shirk because, unlike famil y farmers or partners, they are not residual 
c laimants." 
In summary, two main ideas emerge from the theory of the fi rm: 1) spati al, seasonal, 
and asset complexity factors cause substantial transactions costs in the form of coordi nating 
time-sensiti ve stages and monitoring hired labor , and 2) farms organized by families offer not 
only fa1m products, but also services such as custom farming and labor fo r off-farm jobs. 
Both point to the family farm as the superior form of agricultu ral organization. Also, these 
ideas, combi ned with technological considerations, can explain diversification at the farm 
level. 
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The Technology Theory of the Farm 
Sometimes, technology changes a production process, which changes the on-farm 
product mix . For example , horses and mules were the main source of power for fi eld crop 
operations during the first part of the 201h Century. Oats were grown as " fuel" for the horses. 
As mechanical power replaced horses, oats were no longer necessary. A fi eld crop and a 
type of livestock were eliminated, which decreased di versification. Furthermore, rotations of 
row crops, small grains, and forage served several functions . Those inc luded erosion 
prevention, fertili ty conservation, forages grown for li vestock, spreading labor requirements, 
and control of weeds, di seases, and pests. Technology has allowed purchased inputs to 
perform these functions. Erosion is controlled th rough teJTacing, no-ti ll , and strip-till 
methods. Chemical inputs control weeds. Biotechnology makes row crops resistant to many 
di sease and insect infestations . Nitrogen ferti lizer .is used instead of manure. Nearly every 
production problem in agriculture can be solved or at least a ll eviated wi th purchased inputs. 
This has caused many farms with multi-crop rotations and livestock to speciali ze into solely 
row crop operations (White and Irwin, J 972). 
At other times, technology overcomes spati al or seasonal constraints. As Allen and 
L ueck (1998, p. 347) point out, "When farmers are successful in mitigating the effects of 
seasonality and random shocks to output, fa1m organizations gravitate toward factory 
processes, developing the large-scale corporate forms found elsewhere in the economy." 
This is where transactions costs enter the pictu re. When spatial and/or seasonal constraints 
are overcome, the benefi ts that accrue from expanding into fac tory-style production outweigh 
transactions costs . 
Industri ali zation of agriculture is nowhere more evident than in li vestock production. 
Stock can be grown in climate-controlled buildings where technologies in disease control , 
handling, nutiiti on, and transportation can temper or even eliminate seasonal factors (Allen 
and Lueck, 1998). Also, labor is highl y specialized, centrall y located , and involves routine 
jobs (Madden , 1967). This drasticall y cuts supervision and monitoring costs. Innovations in 
information technology and genetics have also had a big impact. The food system, based on 
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the demands of the American public, ha increasingly developed into one providing 
convenience, consistency, and variety in products (Hennessy et al, 2003). A highly 
control led environment and the ability to store and manage large amounts of data are 
necessary to meet the demand of the sy tern (Henne sy el al, 2003). The environment 
al lows for control of geneti cs and experiments that consistentl y produce homogeneous lots of 
product for processors. The information technology al lows information about the nature of 
the inputs to be properly managed and di sseminated to processors and to the public. 
Industrialized operation arc in a better position to meet these demands. 
Cattle feeding is a good example of an industry that was compo ed of farmer-feeders 
in the first hal f of the 201h Century but has evolved into one composed almost exclusively of 
corporate firms over the la t four decade (Allen and Lueck, J 998). L abor is specia lized into 
accountants. feed purchasers, cattle purchasers, veterinarian , engineer , and unskilled 
workers who perform routine operations (Allen and Lueck, 1998). Contractual arrangement 
are made with a rew se lect suppliers of feeder cattle and a few buyers of fattened cattle, 
sometimes as few as one supplier and one buyer (Sundquist, 1972). Fattened caule can be 
sold on a weekly or even daily basis (Allen and Lueck, L998). These "cattle hotels" can thus 
maintain a uniform cash now (Krau e and K yle, 1970). Uncertainties related to spatial. 
production, and seasonal concerns are largely eliminated. The fami ly farmer will not fi nd it 
necessary to compete on a smaller scale (Krause and Kyle, 1970). 
A similar tory is found in the broi ler and hog indu tries. The broiler transformation 
began in the 1930's, before caule feeding reorganized, while the hog industry changeover has 
been more recent, mostly during the last two decade . A highly contro lled envi ronment for 
product experimentation ha been especially important for these two indu tries (Hennessy et 
al , 2003). The take-home message is that technological change during the past century has 
taken th ree types of li vestock production from the domain of the family farmer and placed 
them squarely in the realm of industriali zed, factory production. Obviously this has reduced 
di ver ificaLion at the farm-level as those enterpri ses become uncompetitive and arc 
eliminated by the farmer. 
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ft is much more difficult to conquer seasonality with technology for crop agriculture. 
Even so, transactions costs still have a role to play in explain ing the mix of enterpri ses that 
are not taken away by indu llialization. Again, the di cussion start wi th the impact of 
technology. 
American agriculture has become more capital-intensi ve as labor-saving technology 
and purchased inputs have become the norm in production. T he nature of the technologies 
has created economies of size, as it is necessary to spread high fixed costs over more units of 
production. Thi means more unit of production arc gained from the ame amount of inputs. 
Economies of size wi ll tend to drive special ization. The optimal product mix is set by 
the technical production functions for the different enterpri ses and relative product price 
(White and Irwi n, 1972). The shape of the technical production function, termed the 
transformation surface, or production possibi l ity frontier (PPF), will determine the marginal 
rate of ubst itut ion (MRS) between pairs of products. When product compete for a fixed 
x, x 
a. a concave PPF causes 
optimality of diversification 
among products X1 and Y 1 
FIGURE 2.2 Substition rela tionships 
y 
relati ve 
X1 
b. economies of ·cale cause a 
convex PPF and product 
specialization in X1 
x 
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bundle of inputs, economies of size will cause the concave transformation surface to become 
linear or convex (Pope and Prescott, 1980). The rule for profit maximjzation equates the 
slope of the transfom1ation surface with the negati ve price ratio. Figure 2.2a shows how 
diversification is optimal when marginal product-product substitution is increasing. Figure 
2.2b demonstrates the result when economies of size cause a decreasing marginal rate of 
substitution. It will entail a corner solution, or product specialization. 
Of course, a farmer does not have to speciali ze. The technology could enable the 
easy production of a small output of several row crops, while sti ll leaving considerable time 
for li vestock, small grains, and forage enterprises. However, to take advantage of the 
technologies and avoid inefficiencies, a farmer must operate each enterprise at a certain size 
(Shucksmirh et al, 1989; Brown, 1989). Brown ca lls this the threshold size. It is the size at 
which the long run average cost (LRAC) curve starts to flatten. Enterprises smaller than this 
are likely to experience di seconomies and negative economic profits. Assuming that a farm 
faces capital and land constraints, growing the size of select enterprises wi ll occur at the 
expense of other enterpri ses. 
It is possible that a farmer could change the propo1tion of enterprises instead of 
completel y speciali zing. Again, the characteristics of technological development and 
changes in markets wi ll more likely cause enterprises to be dropped. The transformation 
surface is generally assumed to be continuous, which means a large number of fixed inputs 
are varied in tiny increments, thereby enabling enterprises to be mixed in almost any 
proportion (White and Irwin , 1972). More factor markets enable inputs and technologies to 
be hired, rented, or leased in any amount. They become variable. Reducing the number of 
fixed inputs to only a few will introduce discontinuities into the surface and make it linear. 
This makes the comer solution, and specialization, more li kely (Whi te and Irwin, 1972). 
Capital inputs possess two more characte1istics that change the product-product 
substitution relationships. First, they often favor one type of enterprise (White and Irwin, 
1972). Second, they are discrete, or " Jumpy" (White and frwin , 1972; Madden and 
Partenheimer, 1972). A farmer must choose how to allocate limited capital among lumpy, 
enterprise-specific inputs. This would seem to lead to speciali zation . 
Farm Size 
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As economies of size change the shape of the transformation surface, the threshold 
size of an enterprise and the nature of capital inputs dictate that frums will become more 
speciali zed. This assumes enterprise size grows as farm size remains constant, but there is 
strong incenti ve to expand the farm . Surveys of studies indicate moderate s ized farms are 
able to capture most economies of size (Brown, 1989; Raup, 1969: Butcher and Whittlesey, 
1966; Schmitt, 1991; Madden, 1967). However, capi ta l-intensive technologies push the 
LRAC curve down and to the right as they are introduced. Farms must grow at least enough 
to keep within the range of efficient production (Butcher and Whittlesey, 1966; Nikolitch, 
1969). Also, labor-saving technology frees up labor resources of the family-operated farm. 
It must be expanded to full y take advantage of the technology and avoid wasting labor 
(Butcher and Whittlesey, 1966). 
The following analysis from Herdt and Cochrane ( 1966) demonstrates how biased 
tec hnological advance prompts farm expansion. ln equilibrium, the marginal physica l 
product (MPP) and price (P) of land (L ), labor (N), and capital (K ) are related to the marginal 
cost (MC) and price (P) of product Yin the following equality: 
MPPL = MPPN = MPPK = _1 - = _l_. 
PL PN PK MCy P y 
Labor-saving technological change will cause the MPP of labor to decrease against the MPP 
of land and capital , yielding: 
MPPL = MPPN > MPPK < _1 - = _1 _. 
PL PN PK MCy Py 
The di sequilibrium will prompt the use of more capital and less labor, resulting in : 
MPPL > MPPN = MPPK = _l - = _l_. 
PL PN PK MCy Py 
The farmer now has motivati on to buy land until the MPP of labor dec reases and/or price of 
land increases to restore equilibrium. 
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As farm size is increased , either current enterpri ses will increase in size, or more 
enterprises will be added. It is more likely that expanding farmers wiJl opt for the former. 
The same surveys of the economies of size studies mentioned above also indicate that the 
LRAC curves are L-shaped and remain re lati vely fl at over a wide range of output (often to 
the ex tent of the data) (Brown, 1989; Raup, 1969; Butcher and Whittlesey, 1966; Schmitt, 
1991 ; Madden, 1967). Hence, increasi ng the size of an enterpri se increases profits because 
gross revenue increases while average costs remain fl at. A farmer expanding the size of his 
operation will devote added resources to the specialized enterpri ses to maximize returns. 
Pope and Prescott ( 1980) identify the key question pertaining to speciali zation versus 
di versification as: What is the trade-off between increased returns from exploited economies 
of size versus income stability from a di versified product mix? Unless enterpri ses yie ld 
exactly the same return and are perfectly, positively con-elated, some measure of return is 
always given up if diversification is chosen (Heady, 1952). It appears that s ign ificant returns 
are forgone if economies of size are not captured. It is especially costly if diversification is 
unsuccessful at reducing income variance. As the explained in the "Applications to Fam1 
Enterprise Se lection" section, th is is often the case in ag1icu.lture. This lends further credence 
to spec ia li zation as the optimal choice as the faim is expanded. 
The maximum slope (max 8) of the market oppo1tunity line in an agricul tural setting 
appears to involve a spec i.ali zed portfo lio . The extra gains in return from economies of size 
more than compensate for the added ri sk of specializing. In fact, it will be argued shortl y 
that much of the ri sk has been removed from specialized production. 
Returning to the separation theorem, the fam1er must decide on the po1tion of land to 
put into the specialized product mix. In a fa rm setting, the risk-free ban-owing and lending 
rate, r*, is equi valent to renting and leasing out land (Johnson, 1967). A fa1mer can e ither 
" lend" by leasing out land to others, or "borrow" by renting land from others. It is rare for a 
farmer to uti lize part of owned land and lease out the remai nder (the lending case). A farmer 
either uses all owned land, or uses all owned land in addition to renti ng from others. In the 
contex t of Figure 2.1, farmers are more li kely to be represented by indifference curve Uj-
Again , economies of size encourage expansion of the farm. One way of doing thi s is by 
renting land. In Iowa, about 50 percent of all land farmed is now rented land. 
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If a farmer can increase profits by expanding an enterprise, why not expand several 
enterprises to the outer reaches of the LRAC curve? The simple answer is that not all 
enterprises are equally profitable. Samuelson 's theorem stati ng the optimality of investing 
equall y in all enterprises does not apply because economies of size introduce significant 
disparities in mean return, which violates the equal means requirement of the theorem. Also, 
capital is li kely to be added in smaller increments, not large infusions. Lumpy, enterprise 
specific capital will be applied to the specialized enterprises that are already above the 
threshold size instead of attempting to bui ld up new enterprises. A more complete answer 
wi ll bring transactions costs into the picture. 
Transactions Costs 
Diversifying into new and various enterprises involves added risks and investments 
(Genier, 1996). More unce1tainty is introduced because each enterprise comes with its own 
price, yie ld, cost, and technological uncertai nties. This requires coordination. Madden and 
Partenheimer (1972) state that coordination is a dynamic function that is necessary under 
conditions of uncertainty and di sequilibrium. The Marshallian static equilibrium under 
perfect competition does not really happen because of market imperfections and 
uncertainties. Recall that transactions costs economics originated as an attempt to deal with 
those uncertainties. Coordination of multiple enterprises represents transactions costs. The 
full cost of diversification is not usually acknowledged in the portfolio approach (Heady, 
1952). 
Coordination becomes more difficult as the farm becomes more diversified (White 
and Irwin, 1972). Madden and Partenheimer ( 1972 , p. 103) state, "As the fanning operation 
becomes large and more complex, the number of unpredictable situations requiring attention 
becomes burdensome because the coordinator must re late each decision to all the other 
decisions that have been made or are going to be made." Production processes often overlap, 
and are further complicated by the spatial and seasonal factors so prevalent in agriculture. 
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Custom hiring can enable coordination among sequentiaJ stages of different enterprises and 
thus gain output from them. This is fraught with uncertainty because the biological processes 
are so sensitive to timing. A custom operator who fails to perform a task at the right time 
subjects the owner to severe losses. The moral hazard problem crops up again. Also, the 
optimal time might require an on-the-spot deci sion being made (take harvesting a certain 
field, for example). Obtaining custom work on such short noti ce is uncertain. The farmer 
wi ll find it easier to take on only the number of enterprises that can either be properly 
managed with his own Jand, labor, and capital , or that involve tasks for which custom hiring 
is not ri sky. Specialization enables a farmer to focus capital and coordination efforts on 
fewer commodities, but on a larger scale (Ge1tler, 1996). 
Transactions costs can be significant if new enterprises need to penetrate markets or 
create new opportunities (niche markets) (Gertler, 1996). This can mean there are significant 
"search costs" that accrue as a new product is marketed. A producer that attempts to enter a 
filled niche market can potentially incur large losses (Ge1tler, 1996). Also, a niche market 
that fai ls to develop as planned can suffer the same fate. These considerations wi ll certainly 
cause a producer to be wary of diversi fi cation. 
Two other factors pertaining to search costs have provided incentive to speciali ze. 
One is a well-developed infrastructure that has reduced transportation costs and integrated 
markets. The highway system, ri ver barges and lochs, railroads, county elevators, and the 
overall grain origination and handling system make it a simple, low-cost task to get one's 
product to market. This encourages the farmers of a region to "do what they do best". 
The second factor is futures and opti ons exchanges, which have developed fo r the 
major agricultural commodities produced in a certain region. They provide efficient price 
discovery and transparent markets. A producer with crops that are traded on the exchanges 
knows precisely what his output is worth in the present as well as several months forward. 
Futures, options, and forwards offer ample opportunity for risk management. There is 
incenti ve Lo produce those commodities traded on the deri vati ve markets. 
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One can see how search costs were low in the past, even with highly diversified 
family operations. Row crops, forages, and small grains were grown according to rotational 
needs, with livestock operations providing a market for the field crops. Li vestock was used 
for famil y consumption or sold at local terminals. Everything had a ready market. As 
production agiiculture has become completely commercialized, the infrastructure and 
institutions have evolved to maintain low search costs, facilitating a specialized product mix 
in a region. 
Government Policy 
Government agricu ltural policy has its origins in commodi ty ptice-support legislation 
enacted during the farm crisis of the Great Depression (Orden et al, 1999). Since then, 
various policy instruments have been enacted, including income safety nets, land set-asides, 
the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC), the conservation reserve program (CRP), direct 
subsidies, and government storage. Empirical studies of government policy and 
diversification are few in number. Just and Schmitz (1989) simulated the effects of policy on 
crop mixes in Canada. They found the results to be ambiguous, depending on the policy 
instrument and cun-ent enterprise mix of a region . Smith and Young (2003) conducted a 
study comparing the impact of differing Canadian and American polices on cropping 
diversi ty along the US-Canada border. They suggest that set-aside programs have the 
greatest affect. Specifically, they increase di versification. Intuitively, this makes sense. If 
production of one major crop, say wheat, is reduced, at least one other crop will take its 
place. However, thi s is not necessari ly so. If there are two major crops in a region, and one 
is entered into a set-aside program, the other one might si mply fill the gap, leaving the same 
two crops. Again, the evidence of policy's impact on di versification is scant. 
It is widely acknowledged that government farm subsidies are capitalized into land 
values. The subsidies raise farm income, but also increase cost of production through higher 
land prices. It might very well be that the total affect is a wash. There is impact neither on 
di versification, nor on other economic variables such as net income. 
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It is certain that price supports have reduced the "cost" of speciali zation. Heady 
(1952) argued that one function of di versifying the farm enterprises is to avoid the 
catastrophic year that wi ll knock a producer out of business. Min imizing income variance in 
the short-term is necessary to long-run profit maximization since it keeps a producer "in the 
game". Government price supports, subsidies, and multi-bi I.lion dollar relief bills now serve 
to keep a fa1mer in the game by cutting off the lower tail of the probability distribution of 
returns (Gardner and Pope, 1978). In fact, technology, combined wi th subsidies, serves to 
encourage large output of specialized production because even large outward shifts in the 
suppl y curve from increased productivity do not result in lower prices (Gardner and Pope, 
1978). One could argue that subsidized crop insurance serves the same purpose, although 
Gertler ( 1996) mentions that it li kewise reduces the risks of diversifying into specialty crops. 
Presumably, the crop insurance for the major crops would guarantee at least some income if 
the specialty crops (for which insurance is not likely avai lable) fail. 
The lower end of the income probability distribution is cut off, but the upper tail is 
left wide open. Commodity prices are qui te volati le , which means there is a lways the chance 
for a large income if prices jump into the upper tail. Over time, it is almost certain that the 
average income from highly variable year-to-year income of specialized production is higher 
than the average income produced by the more stable year-to-year income of diversified 
production (Schmitz, 1989). If a farmer does not view risk and income var·iance reduction as 
factors in enterprise selection, it makes more sense lo speciali ze in order to capitalize on the 
"boom" years, especially if safety nets are in place to carTy through the "bust" years. This 
improves the ri sk-return trade-off, giving yet another reason to suspect that the optimal 
market opportunity line entai ls a specia lized portfolio. 
Summary 
Within a specialized farming context, the actual product mix will obviously be 
determined by agronomics. T he fo undation of farm planning has always been the crop 
rotations and the livestock operation(s) that dovetail with that plan (White and Irwin, 1972). 
Perhaps one of livestock ' s most important functions is to provide a market for the crops 
(Zandtsra, 1992). Industri ali zation has taken livestock enterp1ises from the family farm. 
Technology has reduced crop rotations and dri ven specialization . Sti ll, a region wi ll 
speciali ze into what it produces best, which is ultimately an agronomic determi nation. 
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In summary, it seems that capital-intensive techno logies have led to specialization of 
agriculture at the farm level in three ways: 
1) they have transformed multi -crop rotations into one- or two-crop rotations as 
purchased inputs take over the roles formerly filled by rotations 
2) they have overcome the seasonal and spatial constraints of Livestock production, 
leading to their industrialization and making them inefficient and un necessary at 
the traditional farm level 
3) they have introduced economies of size into production, encouraging 
specialization , with the specialized product mix dete1mined by agronomics and 
the minimization of coordination and search costs. 
Frustration in attempting to identify farmers' Jisk preferences has been a barrier to 
research in enterprise di versification (Stovall , 1966). Notice that ri sk plays no part in this 
specification. It seems unlikely that a farmer views risk reduction as a factor in selecting an 
enterprise mix. Simply put, "Farmers do not make natural di versifiers ... " (Shaw and Hale, 
1996, p. 415). 
The ideas presented above indicate that 1i sk is handled not through enterprise 
diversification, but through alternati ve methods. Price risk is mitigated by government price 
supports and deri vatives markets. Production 1isk is mitigated by biotechnology that creates 
drought-, pest-, and di sease-resistant crops. New production technologies perform precise 
applications of fertilizers and herbicides through global positioning satellites (GPS) and 
variable rate (VR) technology. One could argue that much of the risk of spec ialized 
agricultural production has been removed. SeveraJ manageri al tasks are moving away from 
the farm (Nikolitch, 1969). All the while, rents are captured by suppliers of the new 
technologies such as GPS, VR, geneticall y engineered seed, etc. Essentially, this means 
farmers face declining profit margins. One lesson from investment theory is that low 1isk 
investments caJTY a small reward, or low return , fo r bearing such a smal l risk. Returns to 
management in ag1icul ture have become low. 
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Put another way, farmers are put on the "technologica l treadmil l" (Evans and Obery, 
1993). T his discussion has emphasized several ti mes that diversifying in order to reduce 
income variance means giving up substantial returns from Jost economies of size. However, 
intense competition fo rces producers to buy increasing amounts of capital goods to keep pace 
with expanding technology that is necessary to lower production costs and mai ntai n income 
(Evans and llbery, 1993; Nikolitch, 1969). The same competition makes it diffic ult to earn a 
profit from the technology, so ever-newer technological innovations are adopted in an 
attempt to further decrease costs (Clarke, 1994, p. 48). T he treadmill is in full swing. Those 
that keep old technologies will eventuall y be unable to cover costs (Gardner, 2002, p. 267). 
As thi s section explained earlier, new technologies spur specia lization; but as just 
stated, they squeeze profit margi ns. T his effecti vely raises the threshold size of an enterp1ise 
and gives the producer the incenti ve to expand into the outer regions of the LRAC curve 
because this will maintain income. What about those producers who are unable to expand 
the ir operations to suffi cient s ize? The most probable answer says they seek income from 
non-farm sources. This is the second main idea from the theory of the frum. Instead of 
di versi fying or trying al ternative farmi ng methods, the smaller fa1ms will uti lize their 
household resources by findin g off-Fann work. Obtaining an off-fann income stream is the 
most common method of di versify ing income sources (Gertler, 1996). Off-farm income is a 
signifi cant porbon (often the majority) of total income of small farms (Pope and Prescott, 
1980). T his will like ly introduce time constraints that prevent any opportun iti es to diversify 
the farm operation (Brown, 1989; Gertler, 1996). Such a course of acti on is not necessary, 
even if the operator is so inc lined. Indeed, total income (including off-farm income) of small 
and medium farms often exceeds that of large farms and non-farm fami lies (Gardner, 2002, 
p. 78; Schmitt, 1991). 
T hose farms with off-fann income are diversifi ed in the view that is popular with 
E uropean researchers. T hey are pa1t-time farmers engaged in pluriacti vity. As fi nal 
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questions of interest: Does a farmer view the off-farm job as a risk-reducing function that 
provides a backstop in case the farm operation fai ls to provide adequate income? Or, is the 
off-fa rm job simply heJd to finance the capital investments needed to keep pace with 
technology and rhe demands of speciali zed farming? The difference is subtle but reveals the 
true nature of the farmer. If the off-farm job provides such a significant source of income, 
the layman would advi se ditching the fann operation and investing fulJ-time in a non-farm 
career. The layman fail s to recogni ze the primacy that the farm operation holds in the 
farmer's mind. Almost surely, off-farm work is given secondary billing. Its role is to infuse 
capital into an agricultural operation that is becoming increasingly technological and 
speciali zed. 
Theory says specialization is driven by technology, agronomics, and transactions 
costs. The next three chapters wi ll elucidate the sicuat ion by applying the ideas of this 
chapter to Iowa agriculture of the past century. This will be done primarily through 
empirica l measures of Iowa farm di versification throughout the 201h Century. These will be 
supplemented by case studies and an econometric test. 
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CHAPTER 3. IOWA FARM DIVERSIFICATION FROM 1885TO1997 
EMPIRICAL MEASUREMENTS 
Di versification is defined for purposes here as the distribution of resource among 
farm enterprises. T his chapter presents the indices of di versi fication that measure its changes 
through the last century. The methodology of con tructing the indices is fi rst de cribed. 
Next, the results are presented in several graphs. Finally, the chapter concludes with a brief 
djscussion of the resul ts . 
A measurement of di versification will consider 11 enterprises and each one' relatj ve 
hare p1, p2, ••• ,p11 of the total enterpri se mix. Thus. the first determination to be made is the 
unit that will form the share . There are everal ways to describe the relati ve size of an 
enterprise. Each could be measured by the value of its production (gross receipts in dollars) , 
the value of input devoted to it (again , in dollars), the number of acres uses in i ts production, 
and the number of farms that include it in their enterpri se mixes. 
Each descripti on has its pros and cons. The share of farms undertaking an enterpri e 
is simple and easily interpreted. For example, one could find the percentage of farms 
producing a group of commodities, say every commodity produced on at least 10% of fmms. 
This is conducive to examining a select group of enterprises over time. The drawback is that 
it is a crude measure. There is bound to be overlap because farm s have heterogeneous 
enterprise mixes. Counting the number of farm s rai ing corn captures farms that raise 
different combinations of com, soybeans, hay, cattle, etc. A a result, it is not easily 
converted into an overall index of di versification that will be viable empirically or testable 
econometricall y. 
The number of acres in each enterprise is al o simple. There is no overlap because it 
is commodity speci fi e. An acre devoted to com is the ame as an acre devoted to wheat. 
Hence, it is more easily converted into index form. However, it is not an ideal measure for 
all types of enterpri ses. Livestock such as hogs and poultry are raised in confinement, 
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pasture, or small areas in general. An acre of com production is a poor comparison to an acre 
of hog production because it does not reflect relati ve output shares. 
A measure of inputs devoted to each enterp1ise is advantageous in that it is 
comparable across all enterprise types. Dollars spent on hog production can be compared 
with dollars spent on corn production. The disadvantage in usi ng inputs is the difficulty of 
deciding what constitutes an input. In the year 1900, wou ld the cost of growing oats be 
included as an input cost for corn production since the oats were fed to horses that pulled the 
plow in the com field? A dollar spent on com production in 1900 is quite different from one 
spent in the year 2000 for the same purpose. 
The final candidate, value of production, is the most robust2 . It is centered on output, 
which, unlike inputs, does not change over time. A bushel of corn in 1900 is the same as in 
2000. It is also comparable across enterprises. Value of hog production is comparable to 
va lue of com production because output prices are used to weight the production. In certain 
producti vity indices, changes in relative prices over time will cause problems (Gardner, 
2002, pp. 34-46). A di versification index does not suffer this setback because it is concerned 
with relative shares of output at one point in time, not a productivity in sum. The value of 
enterprise production in gross receipts wi ll be used to ca lculate the di versification indices. 
The next step is to determine which enterp1ises to include in the basket for 
measurement. Table 3.1 presents the 26 enterprises used in this study. They represent all 
TABLE 3.1 Iowa farm enterprise list 
Com (harvested for grain) 
Com (harvested for silage) 
Wheat 
Oats 
Barley 
Rye 
Flax 
Buckwheat 
Sorghums 
Soybeans 
Potatoes and Sweet Potatoes 
Popcorn 
Field Seeds 
Alfalfa 
All Other Hay 
Vegetables 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 
Horses and Colts 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 
Catt le 
Swine 
Sheep, Lambs, WooJ shorn 
Goats and Kids 
Poultry and Poultry Products 
Bees and Honey Produced 
Dai ry Products 
2 
Net income wo uld be an even better measure of value of production. For example, see Pope and Prescott 
( 1980). However, this data is no t included in the Census of Agriculture. 
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crops, livestock, and bundles of agricultural products that have been important for at least a 
part, if not all , of Iowa's agiicultural history. All 26 en terprises are used in each year that the 
indices are cakuJated. Essenti all y, an Iowa producer has the choice to include any 
combination of those 26 enterpri ses into a di versified/specialized farm portfolio. The indices 
will al low one to see how the p011folio has changed over time. 
The ideal data source for such a project would be detai led survey resul ts from 
individual Iowa farms going back on a yearly basis into the 19th Century. Such data is not 
avai lable. The most detailed agricultural data source avai lable is the Census of Agriculture. 
It has been conducted roughl y every fi ve years since the late 19th Century. Surveys 
concerning nearly all aspects of agriculture are sent to ag1icultural producers. The results are 
aggregated to the county and state leve ls. It is the primary data source for the production and 
price data required to calculate the vaJue of enterprise production. Consequently, the index 
values are reported rough ly every fi ve years, covering the period 1885 to 1997. (See 
Appendix A for a detai led discussion of the data treatment.) 
As stated, production data from individual farms would have been ideal. Each time 
data is aggregated, information is lost. Farm enterp1ise data aggregated one step to the 
county level should still provide a very good handle on changes in di versification. The 
indices were calculated for nine Iowa counties, one in each of the crop reporting districts 
used by Iowa Agri cultural Stati stics. The choice of each county was fairly arbitrary. The 
county with the ten-year average com yield (1991 -2000) c losest to the average yie ld fo r the 
di strict was chosen to represent that di strict. Figure 3.1 shows the location of the nine 
counties. Two indices were calculated for each county. They are the entropy index and the 
Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (HHI). 
Entropv 
E ntropy is a concept from information theory. It was pioneered by Shannon (1948) in 
the seminal work "A Mathematical Theory of Communication". The econometric 
app lications were brought to light by Thei I (1971, pp. 63 1-62) in Principles of Econornetrics. 
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Fayett 
Jasper 
ecatu 
FIGURE 3.1 County Locations 
The basic theory is as fo llows. Let a random event E occur wi th probabili ty p. If a message 
is sent communicating that E occurred, then entropy measures the amount of information 
carried by the message. An event with high probabi lity will cause li tt le surprise when the 
message states that it has occurred. There is little information in such a message. The 
reverse is true with a low-probability event. Intuitively, the informati on measure is a 
decreasing func tion, the simplest being 
h(p) =Jog ( l /p) 
which spans from a value of 0 , corresponding to a certain probabili ty of 1, to a value of co, 
corresponding to a probabili ty o f 0. There is no surprise and no informati on with a sure 
outcome, but infin ite surpri se and infinite information when an outcome has zero chance 
(Theil , 1971, pp. 636-37). 
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Thei l (197 1) demonstrated the theory's applicability to any distribution of several 
events . He pointed out that events and their probabi lities are equivalent to the decomposition 
of a given total into nonnegative parts, or shares. It has useful functions across several 
di sciplines, includi ng physics, psychology, and the li fe sciences (Hackbart and Anderson, 
1975). Hence, entropy becomes a measure o f a distribution 's spread , precisely what is 
needed for measuring di versification of fann enterpri ses. 
The entropy function has several well-behaved properties . It is conti nuous and 
condHional on n, p 1, p2, .. .,p,, onl y (Hackba1t and Anderson, 1978). It is symmetric, 
determined by the re lati ve magn itude, not the order, of the p's (Hackbart and Anderson, 
1978). Furthermore, it has the convenient property of add iti vity (H ackbart and Anderson, 
1978). Consult Theil ( 197 1, pp. 636-37) for a complete discussion. 
T he specific form used for this thesis is the entropy measure 
11 
-L Pi log (pi) 
i=l 
where Pi is the enterprise share and the log is base 2. Its maximum value is reached when 
di versification is perfect, or p1 = p2 = ... =p,, = Lin= log n (Hackba1t and Anderson, 1975). 
Its minimum va lue is 0, which occurs if one Pi= 1 while all other Pi's = 0 (complete 
speciali zation) (Hackbart and Anderson, 1975). When a Pi= 0, the function goes to 0 in the 
limi t 
lim p log (p) = 0 
p~o 
(Hackbart and Anderson, 1975). This places the entropy measure on a scale of 0 to log n. In 
order to bound it between 0 and 1, all va lues were normali zed by dividing log 26 into each 
year's index value. T he result is a time-seri es reali zation spann ing 1885 to 1997 for each 
county. T he nine counti es were averaged to obtain a reali zation for the state. 
The Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (HHI) 
The HHI is q uite well-known for its functi on in measuring industry concentration. It 
is commonl y interpreted as a proxy for market power. Similar to entropy, it has also been 
adopted as a measure of economic di versifi cation (Pope and Prescott, 1980). It is a simple 
function, specified as 
II 
2: p/ 
i= l 
where the Pi 's are the same 26 enterp1ise shares used in the entropy measure. It is bounded 
by 0 and 1. In studies of industry concentration , it is often multiplied by a constant, c 
(generally c = 10,000). Here, it is left in the 0 to 1 range to make it consistent with the 
entropy scale. 
The HHI also has desirable properties that make it an effective concentration index. 
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An empirical relation known as Zipf's law states that, first, ranking a group of n shares in 
non-decreasing order by size, then, multiplying a power of the rank by the size of each share, 
will produce a constant for the entire group (Naldi , 2003)3. In notation form, it is 
ra Pi= constant 
in which r represents the rank, Pi is the size of the i1h share, and the power term, a , is Zipf' s 
parameter. It is descripti ve of unbalanced dist1ibutions of many economic quantities. The 
parameter, a , is a concentration indicator. The larger its value, the greater is the imbalance in 
the distJibution (Naldi , 2003). An index shou ld be sensitive to different degrees of 
unevenness in a distJibution , or different values of a. Naldi showed that the HHI is able to 
sharply resolve (and magnify) even slight variations in a distribution , provided the economic 
quantity can be represented by Zipf's law. This suggests that the Hl-Il is a good tool to 
capture the variations in the balance of a farm enterprise di stribution, or changes in 
diversification over time. 
The HHI was calculated using the same data as the entropy measure. Again , it was 
calculated for each of the nine counties, with the counties averaged to yield an HHI 
realization for the state. The results of the two measures are presented next. 
3 Consult ZOmig and Altmann ( 1995) for a complete description o f Zipf s law. 
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Results4 
Recall that as di versification decreases (meaning specialization increases), entropy is 
a decreasing function while the HHI is an increasing function. Examining Figure 3.2, one 
can see that each measure shows inc reasing specia li zation in Iowa over the last century. The 
entropy chart is roughl y concave. Diversification appears to experience a small increase 
from 1885 until it peaks in 1930. lt then decreases in a relati vely steady, linear fashion, 
jumps a bit at 1982, then resumes its decline to the extent of the data. The HHI chart is 
slightly convex. Di versification remai ns flat until 1935, after which a specialization trend 
occurs in a steady manner. The individual county charts of Figures 3.3-3. 11 reflect the same 
patterns, wi th the peaks, valleys, and bumps present in varying degrees. 
4 
The indexes were also calculated using constant, 1997 prices. Consult Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER 4. CASE STUDIES OF IOWA AGRICULTURE 
Hybrid Seed Corn 
Three major changes have occun-ed in Iowa agriculture over Lhe past century. Each 
change has centered on a particular crop or type or enterprise. The first one took place in 
com production . H ybrid seed com was developed in the 1930's; 90 percent of all Iowa com 
grown in L 940 was a hybrid variety (Clarke, L 994, pp. L 66- 170). Also, the tractor and the 
mechanical com picker became viable options in com production at Lhat time (Clarke, 1994, 
pp. 170- 181). 
The stage was set for these innovations by the establishment or a system of public 
agricultural re earch (Clarke, J 994, pp. 28-33). The United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), state land grant uni versities, state experimental stations, and uni versity extension 
took over research in the agricultural sciences and the application or mechanical technology 
developed by pri vate manufacturers (Clarke, L994, pp. 44). From 1920 onward, agricultural 
innovation was largely the result of theoretical research conducted by the public system 
(Clarke, 1994, pp. 44). Farmers were relegated to adopters of technology, not innovators 
(Clarke, 1994, pp. 44). 
There exist a school or thought Lhat public researcher , extension personnel, and the 
agro-industry have encouraged farmers to specialize their production , seek economies of 
size, and depend on purchased inputs (Clarke, 1994, p. 45; Gertler, 1996; Shucksmith et al, 
1989). The more conspiratorial mind wi ll state that this is purposefully done to increase the 
profits or implement dealers and chemical input suppliers al the expense of farmers. 
Regardlcs of one' stance on the i ssue, it would eem that the nature of the new technology 
encouraged speciali zation. The hybrids drastica lly improved com yields. Chemical 
fertili zers, herbicides, and pcsci cides removed Lhe need for an ex tensi ve crop rotation. 
Tractors and mechanical com harvesters introduced economies of size. It is obvious an Iowa 
farmer would grow as many acres of com as pos ible. In fact, Clarke ca lculated that the 
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market price of com would have to drop to 12 cents per bushel for an investor in hybrid corn 
to incur a loss during the late Depression years (Clarke, 1994, p. 168). 
A related question is posed by Gardner (2002, p. 18): Is techno logical innovation 
" induced" by economic condi tions, or is it the result of autonomous research and 
development? In thi s context, the hypothesis says the technological research of the public 
system developed autonomously and caused speciali zation at the farm level. This wi ll be 
econometrically tested in the next chapter. Until then, there are two other clues to 
investigace. 
The first clue is Clarke's (1994, chapte rs 4 , 6) thresho ld mode l for tractor adoption. 
Clarke calculated an acreage threshold5. In 1929. 72. l % of all Iowa farms had enough 
acreage Lo make a tractor's cost savings adequate re lati ve a team of horses; yet, only 29.4% 
of farms had tractors (Clarke, 1994, pp. 93). Cn 1939, 7 L. 5% of farms exceeded the acreage 
thresho ld, but 55.3% of farms had tractors (Clarke, 1994, p. 176). Though conditions were 
suffi cient, farmers were s low to adopt. 
Once the new machines were adopted, f<ffmers certainly had incenti ve to capture 
economies of size in com producti on. As the theory states, this should prompt specialization . 
One would expect this ro occur duri ng the 1930's as hybrid seed and mechanization became 
quite prevalent. Indeed, the county chans reflect this. The trend is especially evident in 
Carroll , Jasper, Linn, and Louisa Counties. These counties have soils that produce good 
yields. This second clue supports the hypothesis . 
The Advent of Soybeans 
T he second major change in Iowa agriculture was the introduction of soybeans. 
Origina ll y grown as a hay crop, it was soon di scovered that the meal and oi l were val uable 
end products (Wi ndish, 198 1, p. 2) . It had even greate r value to Iowa farmers as a second 
crop in a corn-soybean rotation. Europea n corn borers became a menace in the l 920's 
(Windish , 198 1, p. 2). Chich bugs invaded in the mid-1930 's, devouring everything green 
5 Threshold models are various in form. Readers intere:.ted in early farm adoption of tractors or similar 
technology are encouraged to consult Lew's (2000) excellent paper on a threshold model using real option. that 
models Lraccor adoption on the Canadian prairies. 
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except soybeans (Windish, 198 l , p. 3). Soybeans proved to be resistant to those pests. They 
transfo1med a troubled, continuous com rotation into a sustainable , two-crop rotati on. A PPF 
o f com and soybeans will be concave, giving a solution of di versification into both crops 
(Figure 4 .1 a) 
In the long run , com and soybeans have become complementary products. Com 
yields have inc reased substan ti all y, aided at least in part by rotation with soybeans. It is 
important to note that two complementary or supplementary e nterprises will experi ence less 
reduction i n variance of returns than two independent enterprises (Heady, 1952). However, 
farmers do not grow soybeans to reduce income vaiiance. Rather, they are grown to increase 
returns. Analyti call y, any range of complementarity in a PPP will promote returns from 
diversification between the two products. 
Soybeans fi rst appeared i n the Census in 1925. There was a surge in production from 
1940 to 1945. O ne should see an increase in diversification during that time. T he HHI 
captures this, showing a dip in the chart at 1945 for every county except Mills and Carroll. 
The entropy index, however, shows a continuing trend of speciali zation for every county 
except Louisa. The evidence is mi xed. 
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After 19-t.5, the com-soybean rotation would seem to further encourage specialization. 
Global demand for the products of the soy complex has surged. This has li fted prices into 
profitable territory. As a su tainable, profitable crop rotation, it has come to dominate crop 
production. No other crops are necessary for rotational benefits. Capi tal inputs for planting, 
fertilizing, and harvesting both crops are si milar, or enterprise specific. A soybean header for 
mechanical harvesting was available as earl y as 1930 (Windish, 1981 , p. 56). If one draws a 
transformation surface for different crop rotations and a price line for relative returns of 
different rotations, the factors listed above will generate a convex surface and a comer 
solution (Figure 4.1 b). One hould ee increasing specialization after 1945, which i in fact 
observed in al l counties except Mills and Carroll. The e counties show the trend staning 
after 1954. 
The Industrialization of Livestock Production 
The third major change in Iowa agricul ture has been the restructuring of the l ivestock 
industry over the past fifty years. As explained in chapter two, livestock production has 
become industrialized. The hypothesis says this wil l increase specialization at the farm level. 
The specialization crend i s quite evident in all counties ince mid-century. Unfortunately, the 
charts cannot separate the magnitude that each effect has on specialization. The effect of 
soybeans versus factory hog production versus improved harvesting machinery, and so on, 
cannot be gauged. 
The Cen us does not separate the family-operated farm from the large, indu trialized 
factory farm in its surveys. A survey is sent to all " places" of agricultural production. 
Therefore, the full effect of industrialized li vestock production in the family farm i probably 
not reflected in the diversification indices. It is a regrettable limitation of the data. 
A finaJ question of interest is the impact of major macroeconomic events on 
diversification . The evidence is ambiguous. It is unfortunate that a Census was not taken in 
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1915, which would have enabled a comparison with 1920 to test the effects of World War I. 
As it is, some of the charts show increased specialization between 1910 and 1920, some 
show increased di versification, whi le sti ll others show no change. Any impact of the Great 
Depression and World War II would be mixed with , and li ke ly overshadowed by, the effects 
of rapid technological advances of the time. It is poss.ible to pick out the surge in grain prices 
and relatively weak cattle prices during the 1970's. This caused many producers to sell their 
cattle herds and concentrate on grain production (Gertl er, 1996). The central and eastern 
counties have spikes of speciali zation at 1974, while the spikes occur at 1978 for western 
counties. 
The on ly notable standout among the nine counties is Fayette. lt has seen a 
speciali zation trend , but not nearly as great as the other counties. The cause can be traced to 
its dairy production. It is located in a dairy region, the far nmthwest comer of the state. 
Dairy production is still very much a family operation. The hand of industrialization has not 
touched it nearly as much as other li vestock enterprises. It is an operation that needs hay and 
forage crops. By nature, it is a more di versified system of farming. 
CHAPTER 5. AN ECONOMETRIC APPLICATION 
THE GRANGER TEST 
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This chapter detai I an empirical te t of Lhe hypothe is that technological advance has 
driven the trend of pecia lization observed in Iowa. Recall the question raised by Gardner: ls 
technological advance drawn forth by the economic environment, or is the economic 
envi ronment shaped by technology? ln this specific case, a test is needed to discern among 
four alternati ves: I ) technologica l advance has driven farm specialization, 2) farm 
special ization has induced technological advance. 3) the two vruiables interact, with feedback 
between them, or 4) there is no causality relationship between them. The Granger lest of 
causali ty is ideally suited for such a question. Granger ( 1969) proposed explic it definitions 
of causality and feedback. T he definitions were also proved to be testable, making them 
quite useful. The tests were eagerly adopted by monetarists to inve tigate the relationship 
between money uppl y and other macroeconomic variables6 . Here, the test is translated into 
an agricultural setting. If specialization is found to cause the technological advance, this 
uggests that technology did not dri ve pecialization. Rather, other factors assume the cau al 
role, factors which encouraged specialization and induced the technological change. 
Technical Discu sion 
The basic idea behind Granger causality is predictive accuracy. Let X and Y be 
covariance stationary time series within the universe U. All informaLion from time t - l i 
represented by Ui. while U, - Y, is all that information except the series Y,. Using these 
defin itions, y, is said to cause x1 i f a prediction of x, using all information U, is superior to a 
prediction using all in formation except Y,. or (U1 - Yi). Formally, if cr
2(XjU) < cr2(XI U - Y ), 
then Y causes X, or Y, => X, in notation form (Granger, 1969). The better predictor i 
revealed by the smal ler cr2, which is the minimum predicti on en-or variance. 
M ost of the information in U, wi l l not affect the causal relation, Y, => X,. Often, U, 
wi ll be collapsed to a bivariate vector pace containing only X, and Y,. The causal definition 
is then modified: if cr2(XI X, Y) < cr2(XI X ), then Y, => X1• Intuitively, it is easy to see that 
6 See, for example, Sims ( 1972) and Nel on ( 1979). 
Yt => Xt if Xt can be better predicted by in fo nnation inc luding Yl than by past Xi's alone. 
T hi s is the essence of Granger causality. 
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This definition of causality is testable in the fo llowing sense: correlation between past 
values of Y t and the part of Xt that cannot be pred icted from its past indicates the causal 
re lati on Y1 => XL (Sims, 1972). ln practice, the Granger test can be executed in a number of 
ways, depending on how the bi vari ate ti me-series model l~I is represented. See C how (1983, 
pp. 2 12-217) for detailed discussions of the autoregressive, moving average, and univruiate 
represenlations. 
A good intu itive explanation of the test using the movi ng average (M A) 
representation is given by Nelson (1 979). If X1 is represented in univariate, Wold fo rm, 
X1 = \j/(L )a, = 7t(L )y,. , + a1 
then a1 is erially random, or the portion of X1 that past Xt cannot pred ict. Tf Y 1 => Xt> then 
past Y1 wil l be corre lated with at> implying that Y1 is able to predjct that which past X1 cannot. 
In practice, X1 is regressed on c urre nt and past Y1• Corre lation between past Yi and residuals 
is detected by examining the coeffi cients on the lagged X terms. Nonzero coeffic ie nts 
indicate correlation, and thus causation from Y1 Lo X1• 
In the context of this thesis, the "cause" variable, Yt. is a proxy fo r tech nological 
change in agriculture. The fi rst step in the e mpiri ca l test is fi nding an appropliate proxy. 
An y attempt to capture techno logica l change in one variable is fraught with di fficulties. 
Agricultural technology is quite heterogeneous. The impacts and adoption rates of different 
innovations are likely to be unequal. For example, how does one compare the impact of a 
tracto r with that of a new farm fin ancial softwa re package? Fu1 hermore, tractor techno logy 
itself changes over time. 
One soluti on is m ultifactor productivity (MFP) indices, which are ratios of aggregate 
output agai nst an aggregate basket of inputs. However, the economic interpretation of the 
ratio is fuzzy, as is the aggregate inp ut index. Heterogeneous technology and differing 
e ffi cie ncies among fa1111s (which are heterogeneous themselves) that util ize the techno logy 
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make it difficult to meet the condjtjons under which a MFP index is an accurate measure of 
technological change (Gardner, 2002, pp. 34-46). 
The difficulties associated with MFP indices prompted a search for another solution 
to the measurement problem. Examining the nature of the problem gave some insight. From 
the farm firm's perspective, technological advance is the abi lity to generate more output for 
each input unit required in the production process (Herdt and Cochrane, l 966). The source 
of increased production must be inputs cont1ibuted by an entity external to the fann. A fa1m 
will have neither its own research and development (R & D) as a direct source of new inputs, 
nor access to much private sector R & Das an indirect source of new inputs. This suggests 
public agricultural research is a good proxy of technological change. Recall from the 
previous chapter that agricultural research was mostl y taken over by the public sector during 
the early pa11 of the century. T he results of that research seemed to encourage specialization. 
Consequently, the Y1 vari ab le in the test becomes dollars spent on public agricul tural 
research. In particular, it is a time series of total U.S. public research funds geared 
specificall y toward agricultural technology (1888- 1995). In thi s case, "public research" is 
that done by the USDA and state agiicultural experimental stations (SAES). See Appendix C 
for a detai led treatment of the data. 
The "result" variable, Xt. is the measure of di versification, either entropy or Hlil. 
The test was run once with entropy, then again with HHJ. These are the time series data sets 
presented in chart form in chapter three, each of which is the nine-county average. See 
Appendix A for the raw data and a further explanation of the indices. 
Sims (1972, pp. 544-45) has proven the following theorem: "When l~I has an 
autoregressive representation, Y can be expressed as a di stributed lag function of cun-ent and 
past X with a residual which is not con-elated with any values of X , past or future, if, and 
onl y if, Y does not cause X in Granger' s sense." The Sims test for unidirectional causality 
thus involves regressing X on past and future Y. If causality flows exclus.ively from Y to X, 
the coefficients on the future lags of Y will be insignificant ly different from zero. The 
theorem given above is employed to determine if causa lity runs from technology to 
specialization . 
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Box and Jenkins diagnostics showed that each time-series data set is autoregressive 
AR( L). The Dickey-Fuller test also revealed that they contain unit roots. The null hypothesis 
says that there is a unit root. One rejects the null if the Dickey-Fuller value is less than the 
critical value. The test included a time variable to account for the linear time trend in the 
data sets. Table 5.1 shows that the test gives values that are greater than the critical value for 
all three data sets. Thus, one fails to reject the null that they contain unit roots. 
TABLE 5.1 Dickey-Fuller values for unit root tests (at 5% significance) 
Critical Value 
Dickey-Fuller Value 
Spending Entropy HHI 
-3.410 -3.410 -3.410 
-1 .791 -1 .705 -2.605 
The next step was to test for cointigration between the data sets. If two 1(1) data sets 
are not cointigrated, running a regression to test relationships between their levels will lead to 
spu1ious results. The cointigrat ion test gave strong indication that spending is cointigrated 
with neither entropy nor HI-ll. Again, it was executed in a manner to account for the linear 
time trend in the data. Table 5.2 shows that one fail s to reject the null that there is no 
cointigration because the Dickey-Fuller values are greater than the critical values. 
TABLE 5.2 Dickey-Fuller values for cointigration tests (at 5% significance) 
Critical Value 
Dickey-Fuller Value 
Spending-Entropy 
-3.780 
-2.118 
Spending-H HI 
-3.780 
-2 .949 
Since there is no evidence of cointigration, the next best alternati ve is to transform the 
data sets with differencing. First-differencing was applied to each data set before the 
causa lity test was executed. Unit root tests revealed that the once-differenced data sets do 
not contain unit roots. Table 5.3 gives the results. The test values are less than the critical 
values, allowing one to reject the null that they contain unit roots. Thi s indicates that they 
are covariance-stationary and appropriate for the causali ty test. 
TABLE 5.3 Dickey-Fuller values for unit root tests of first-differenced data sets 
(at 5 % significance level) 
Critical Value 
Dickey-Fuller Value 
Spending 
-2.860 
-3.232 
Entropy HHI 
-2.860 -2.860 
-5.010 -5.931 
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Table 5.4 gives the causality test results. If the hypothesis is correct, regressions of 
the diversification variable on past and future lags of the technology va riable should produce 
future technology coefficients that, as a group, are insignificantly di fferen t from zero . An F 
test is employed to test thi s. Indeed, all di versification on technology regressions show that 
this is the case. One cannot reject the null that future coeffi cients are zero, meaning that 
diversification does not cause technology. If causation is unidirectional, then regressions of 
technology on past and future lags of di versification should produce F-test results that allow 
one to reject the null that future diversification coefficients are zero. This would mean that 
technology causes cLiversification. However, that is not so. Table 5.4 shows all groups of 
TABLE 5.4 F test results on groups of future lag coefficients 
1 Lag Models 2 Lag Models 
F(1.14J F(2.10J 
Regression Equation Statistic Regression Equation Statistic 
Entrop~ Entrop~ 
Diversification on Diversification on 
Technology 0.033 Technology 0.008 
Technology on Technology on 
Diversification 0.955 Diversification 0.899 
HHI HHI 
Diversification on Diversification on 
Technology 0.001 Technology 0.254 
Technology on Technology on 
Diversification 0.102 Diversification 0.849 
future coefficients as insignificantly different from zero. The results do not support the 
hypothesis of unidirectional causality running from technology to diversification . They fail 
to detect causality in either direction. 
Critical. Review of the Granger Test 
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One must have a bias toward skepticism when interpreting a Granger test. Any 
definition of causality in general invi tes argument. Even assuming agreement is reached on a 
definition, say Granger's definition, there have been questions rai sed about its real-world 
applications (Nelson, 1979). Detecting real-world causal relations in an empirical fashion 
has always been difficu lt (Chow, 1983, pp. 212). One problem is that a bivariate model 
di sregards information outside the set l~I · A complex situation could have many causes. 
Thus, Granger causality misses impacts that a multivruiate regression could potentially 
detec t. Another problem, pointed out by Granger ( 1969), is that the speed of information 
running through the economy and the sampling period of the data wi ll limit the ability of a 
simple model to describe a causal mechanism. 
In concluding this chapter, a two-part discussion to address the concerns about testing 
the hypothesis with Granger causality is offered. The first part wi ll tackle conceptual issues. 
The reality of "cause" and "effect" is assumed as a given. With the bedrock assumption 
stated, the next question is about causal factors . To be sure, there are many causes besides 
technology that might prompt a farmer to produce a certain enterprise mix. A multivariate 
regression could pick up on those factors. However, multiva1iate regression does not reveal 
causation. The main thrust of this hypothesis is to propose a causal re lationship. The 
Granger test is suited to thi s purpose. It can also shed hght on the debate between the idea 
that economic conditions spawn innovation versus the thought that autonomous innovation 
molds the economic environment. 
The second part of the di scussion concerns operational issues. It is assumed that the 
test is applicable to the hypothesis. Within thi s context, the speed with which information 
runs through the economy is the time between research funds spent on technological 
innovation and adoption of the innovation at the farm level. Thjg .lag time will vary. This is 
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related to the sampling period of the data. The data points are separated by five years. This 
makes it di fficul t to match the tags in the regression with the lags in adoption. The sampling 
points are perhaps too far apart to tea e out the intricacies of technology's impact on 
di versification. It has been demonstrated by Granger (1969) that a unidirectional causal 
relation can be mistakenly diagnosed as a feedback process if the time elapsed between time 
series real ization is too long to pick up the details of causal ity. I t is possible that is the case 
here. If so, that is no fault of the test. Indeed, the nature of the data would hamper any 
empirica l test. Gardner (2002, pp. 276-77) has asserted that hypotheses in agricul ture are 
contingent on crop cycles and even longer time scales. At those time intervals, it would take 
decades, or even centuries, of data to capture enough cycles that would properl y test 
hypothe es. Operationally, the data sets contain too few observations, too few structural 
changes, and too many dominating trend for ideal stati stical analysis. In short, it is proposed 
that the Granger test results should be skeptically evaluated because of the type of data used, 
not the test methodology itsel f. 
The concerns listed above are nei ther intended to discredit Granger causali ty, nor to 
disregard unsupport ive test results, but to invite cri ti cal th inking about causality and its 
testabi l ity. Hopefull y, this critical thinking will lead to further research efforts. The Granger 
test does not support the hypothesis that technology i dri vi ng specialization. The results do 
not absolutely refute the hypothesis. Future research could answer the questions: Is there 
feedback between technology and farm diversification? l s unidirectional causality hiding 
behind the false wall of a feedback mechanism because of limited data? One could argue 
that theory supports feedback between the two variables. For example, the technology of 
hyb1id corn increased yields substantiall y. This cut the harvesting cost per bushel of com 
because it cost the same to run the mechanical corn picker whether yields were 10 bushels 
per acre or 100 bushels per acre. Thus, hybrid corn technology spurred specialization, which 
in turn spurred the demand for technology in the form of mechanization. Very simply, 
feedback exist . Similarly, one could argue that corn- and soybean-specific herbicides, 
biotechnologies, ferti lizers, etc. are encouraging production of only those crops in Iowa. Or, 
one could rebut that with the argument that the production of only those two crops is the 
cause behind the innovations because researchers know there will be a demand for the 
enterprise-specific technology applications. Again , feedback is present. 
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At any rate, one must start somewhere with what data is avaj lable. The Granger test 
is an excellent place to strut. The main points in its favor are its simplicity in definition and 
testability in real-world application. It is hard to ask for more than that fro m an empirical 
test. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
Recommendations for Future Research 
This thesis hypothesizes that specialization of Iowa agriculture at lhe fa.rm level is the 
result of technological innovation, agronomics, and transactions costs. The evidence is 
mixed, but the topic wil l (hopefully) be re earched more ex tensively in the future. One 
possibility for fuwrc research is to calculate the indices for other l owa counties and for 
counties of other states. The data is not conducive to easy co llection and organization. The 
process is quite tedious and time consuming. However, data for a large number of counties 
would likely reveal patterns useful in unraveling the threads of causalion . 
Another po sibility lie in historical re earch. The data would be useful in a county 
historical context. An attempt could be made to match specific events along a county's 
timeline with the pattern of agricultural di versification shown on the index charts. 
It would be interesting (and challenging) to empi1icall y relate transactions costs to 
diversification. Transaction costs are difficult to measure, but not impossible. Allen and 
Lueck ( 1992, 1995, 1999, 2000) have successfull y used a 1isk-neutral, transaction cost 
approach to explain the nature of agricul tural contracts. Their theory is empiricall y 
upported. Similar research into farm di versification would be welcomed. 
The specialization trend clearly starts in the I 930 's for most of the counties. There 
are certainly alternative explanations for thi s. Federall y subsidized crop insurance, as well as 
government price supports, began during that time. Tt is possible this had a direct impact on 
diversification. C larke's (1994) hypothesis says government farm programs encouraged 
farmers to adopt new mechanical technology by taking uncertainty out of commodi ty prices. 
This would mean that government farm programs indirectl y affected di versification. There 
are avenues for econometric research in thi area. 
Final l y, the measures themselves could use more work. Pope and Prescott (1980, p. 
555) summarize the issue as fo llows: ''A great deal of research on diversification has been 
directed toward single-valued measures. However, when a vector of information i col lapsed 
into a scalar, problems can arise." Each situation requires an appropriate measure of 
I 
diversification. Perhaps the robustness of entropy and the HHI can be researched, and 
alternative empirical measures constructed. 
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One pas ible method of testing index robustness is through statistical inference tests. 
Each measure of diversification through time can be represented by a Lorenz curve. By 
imposing inequality restrictions, i.nference tests can be used to determine the ordering of the 
Lorenz curves. Hypotheses would be constructed to test for tochastic orderings, equality of 
the curves, or dominance in certain curves. For example, a null hypothesis could state that 
all Lorenz curves of Iowa farm diversi fication throughout the 20111 Century are equal, or no 
change in diver ification. The inference test would reject or fail to reject the null. 
Theoretical and empirical work on these tests has been done by Dardononi and Forcina 
(1998, 1999). Zheng and Cushing (200 1) have extended the inference methods to test 
inequality indice with dependent and partially dependent samples. This would be important 
in testing diversification in Iowa agriculture because there i overlap in consecuti ve sampling 
years. A producer wi ll be included in samples across years if he stays in agriculture, 
resu lting in matched pair . This gives panially dependent amples. 
General Discussion 
Technology ' impact on Iowa agriculture is undeniable. It is not unusual to ee a 
combine with a 30 foot nex header lumbering across a field at harvest time, all the while 
unloading into a 1000 bushel grain cart pulled by a 200 plus horsepower MFWD tractor. The 
pros and cons of uch capital-intensive agriculture wil l be endlessly debated, as they should 
be, because the effects arc far-reaching. 
What lies in the future? Following the thrust of ideas presented in this thesis, two 
things will change farm level diversification. They are technology and agronomics. It is not 
hard to imagine the independent farmer of the future as purely a cash grain producer. 
Livestock is inexorably marching toward industriali zation. Cow-calf operations, which are 
more subject to seasonality and less amenable to factory production, are somewhat common. 
But even their numbers arc dwindling. lt is possible a producer cou ld rai se live tock during 
the "growout period" on contract from an industriali zed corporate farm. Even though such 
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contract agriculture would li kely carry a consistent profit, two things speak against it 
becoming prevalent. First, profit for the farmer would be slight and subject to strict contract 
specifications. Market power li es squarely with the corporate farm. This leads to the second 
point. Nlidwestem farmers are fi ercely independent by nature. Most of them would not want 
to be to ld how to faim by invasive contract agreements. Also, they would prefer to get their 
profit from "the market", not contracts with corporates. 
As technology continues to progress , not every family faim will be able to keep up 
with the threshold size. "Capital is the key input for today's and tomorrow's farming" 
(Butcher and Whittlesey, 1966, p. 1517). Many will continue to be supported by off-farm 
income. This is viewed by some as a temporary life raft, or a transition phase as smaller 
farms exit the market (Shucksmith et al 1989). Others see part-time farming as a stable, 
long-te1m conclition (Olfert, 1992). Given that the doom of the family farm has been 
incorrectly prophesied for many years, it seem it has remarkable staying power. Yet, 
technology has the potential to change even that. 
Organizational innovations that overcome transactions costs for very large farm sizes 
have been limited up to this point (Schmitt, 1991). They are perhaps not permanentl y 
limited. In their prescient aiticle, Butcher and Whittlesey (1966, p.1518) state, "In recent 
developments, another goal has been to substi tute mechanical for human sensing and 
controlling activities. In the newer ' automated processes', machines perceive, choose, and 
manipulate." The farmer can program the VR applicator and keep track of its progress with 
OPS. Really, all the hired man has to do is dri ve the tractor to the field and turn it around at 
the end of the row (the tractor steers itself down the row). As a matter of fact, even the dti ver 
could become obsolete. John Deere has begun research on a tractor that is completely 
independent of a dri ver. It would onl y need to be programmed with instructions for a certain 
field. Imagine the future if thi s becomes reality. A fai-mer is no longer an owner-operator-
manager. A farmer is an owner-manager. Or, perhaps a farmer is an owner (with several 
hired managers). In any case, the workforce is now comprised of an army of fully automated 
machines that plant, app ly chemicals, and harvest. They can detect and adj ust to any field 
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condition. Computer programs a si milate any number of variables to determine precisely 
when and where an acti vity will be performed. Each farm now operates tens of thousands of 
acre , maybe hundreds of thousands. This is many decades away from happening, i f ever. 
The point is that it is within the realm of the possi ble, not only that of science fi ction. 
The previous applies more lo farm structure. Whether organized by part-Lime farms, 
large ful l-time farms, or automated mega- farms, the future crop rotation is in que tion. 
Agronomics change over time. Diversification has much to do with biodiversity and 
agricul tural sustainability (Genier, 1996; Zandstra, 1992). There are indjcations that the 
corn-soybean rotation is coming under attack from di eases and pests that wil l be difficult to 
contro l. l n th is case, there might be limits to technology's abi lities. A nd lest we not forget, 
South America po sesses con iderable comparative advantage in soybean production. It is 
not inconceivable that Iowa' s future crop rotati on will become more di verse in order to make 
agriculture sustainable. A group of researchers at ISU (including thi s author) are 
investi gating the feasibility of introducing triticale as a third crop in the rotation. Results wi ll 
be slow in coming, but current research signals possible changes ahead. Whatever lies 
ahead, it is a safe bet that technology wi ll be at the forefront, continually pushing against the 
boundarie of agriculture. 
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APPENDIX A. DATA FOR INDICES 
The data used in calculating the di versity indices were collected primari ly from the 
Census of Agriculture, which was conducted by the United States Bureau of the Census until 
1997, when it was taken over by the USDA. T he Census is sent to all places of agricultural 
production, or any place defi ned as a farm. Fann defini tion has changed several times s ince 
the Census was first conducted. Potential candidates are fi rst screened to ensure that a form 
is sent to only those who fit the fa.rm defini tion. In recent years, statistical software packages 
have imputed values fo r nonresponse items on the forms received from producers. If there is 
complete nonresponse (the form is not mailed back), extensive fo llow-up is conducted. If it 
becomes imposs ible to obtain a response, the missing values are weighted and imputed. The 
standard errors of the estimates for all categories are I isted in the past several Censuses. It is 
estimated that the last five have captured an average of 92 percent of farms and 98 percent of 
agri cul tural production. The sample obtai ned by the Census is assumed to be representative 
of the population . Consult the append ices of Census publications for complete stati sti cal 
detai Is. 
It was impossible to fi nd all necessary data sole ly from the Census. The 26 categories 
of ente rpri ses were not all reported in each Census because the survey has changed over time. 
Furthermore, the defi nitions and categori zations themselves have changed, often from one 
Census to the next. See the indi vidual Census publications for details. 
It became necessary to employ a certain methodology to ensure as much consistency 
as possible in collecting data. It went as follows: 
I. Since gross receipts, or value of production, were earmarked as the enterpri se 
measure, the actual value of production for each enterprise and county, as given in 
the Census was used. It was usually calculated as quantity produced m ultiplied by 
the quancity-weighted county-average price. See the Census publications for 
complete detail s. If va lue of production was not rep011ed, the data search moved to 
the second step. 
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Il. At this point, it was necessary to find quantity and price data to compute value of 
production. This step entailed the gatheri ng of production data at the county level 
for each enterprise from each Census. Consistency was qui te good, as all production 
data was obtained from the Census. 
III. Step three was to collect price data. This was more difficu lt. It went as follows. 
A. Again, the Census was searched first. They do not give county-level prices, only 
state-level. If a state-level price for an enterprise was li sted, it was used. 
B. If prices were not li sted, then a state-average price fo r the enterprise was 
calculated by dividing total production into total va lue of production, both being 
state figures. 
C. If steps A or B failed to produce price data, extraneous sources were sought. 
This was necessary in a few instances. There were three non-Census sources 
employed: a series of crop bull etins, a crop report publication, and yearl y 
national agricu ltural statistics publications. Al l are USDA publications. Full 
source information is given in the "References" section. The raw data from 
which the indices were calculated are given in the tab les of this appendix. 
Footnotes pinpoint which values were computed using non-Census price data. 
The process can be summarized as: 
1) value of enterprise production was used, if given, otherwise 
2) it was calculated by multiplying enterprise quantity (county-level) by enterprise price 
(state-level), where 
a) quantity is taken from the Census 
b) price is taken ei ther from the Census or from another USDA source 
The major sources of inconsistency in the data arise from the changing definit ions 
and catego1izations used in the Census from year to year. There is perhaps a legitimate 
concern about values calculated with state- level prices (collected from different sources). 
However, any difference would not li kely have a great effect on a measurement of a 
distribution comprised of 26 categories. 
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The tables below give the va lue of production data for al l catego1ies and all counties. 
All production data used in calculating the values are taken from the USDA's Census of 
Agricu lture, except 1885 and 1925, when data was collected by the Census of Iowa. Price 
data used to calculate values is taken from the same USDA and Iowa Censuses, with the 
exception of those footnoted , which are taken from the three additiona l sources listed above 
in III.C. The footnotes are given onl y in Table A. I, CatToll County, but they apply to all 
counties (Tables A.2 through A.9) in exactly the same manner. 
TABLE A.1 Carroll County 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Corn (harvested for grain) 743231 1 8664071 1209720 1938811 7071002 3112946 3663534 1858529 3304762 8055028 7828476 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 0 0 0 0 58213 36069 51066 0 61438 0 164873 
Wheat 3396222 422572 229095 74863 289090 30274 46304 23709 26478 7648 42796 
Oats 1591553 2786623 453772 557904 1952973 1196923 995250 450090 4656 13 1002861 1918648 
Barley 790284 1214544 35460 56996 38662 30247 ll955 56353 66465 0 1955 
Rye 74915 18225 1226 119 2984 280 1758 2800 171_4 396 20 
Flax 0 27063 2617 104 323 0 0 1519 6726 10100 17126 
Buckwheat 711 6 11896 650 459 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 0 0 0 0 0 0 490 29419 1311 I 6438 1753 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 1781 976 1203 9261 712768 649190 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 194077 399497 5324 1. 98519 18173 50869 148708 62 104 51572 35380 17157 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 18785 13282 0 28969 0 16278 
F ield Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 9631 10598 0 10983 13615 32944 
Alfalfa 0 0 0 1910 22022 0 175275 311029 207386 354877 435082 
All Other Hay 1677408 2680888 337177 553924 1003999 367053 332660 189834 112066 521065 432786 
Vegetables 1020 1413 20748 125346 329454 873 1 114697 170 11 63308 142836 410 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 7562 1413 16397 33516 35495 4916 35336 12142 10622 12119 2228 
Horses and Colts 645631 9 9738949 787546 1775735 1412649 954214 993790 844060 604955 360962 94546 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 328979 456289 33237 65099 87786 89554 88567 75454 55480 19536 4182 
Cattle 4972249 10011129 l 164206 ll l4499 2582601 1864080 28 11731 1109989 2363922 4783802 6843909 
Swine 3883769 859631 9 527733 802408 2003012 1583473 1666133 539448 505 156 2472405 2839818 
Sheep. Lambs, Wool shorn 17909 23489 1711210 25843 76563 57976 96029 59575 69 198 1364 19 94850 
Goats and Kids 0 0 478 89 l06 210 252 96 45 63 19981 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 28958 90939 258657'0 3195 15 679 157 713340 1065463 506849 554005 1686566 1524539 
Bees and Honey Produced 245 0 4129 5968 6700 1453 4458 0 3385 0 7550 
Dairy Products 76263 17151 1 266759 287739 404454 483114 669522 742188 404656 774604 878287 
TABLE A.1 continued 
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1978 1982 1987 1992 1997 
Com (harvested for grain) 9129064 9459549 11875323 13015076 338 Lll91 32599694 37603940 27687594 4690337215 4581284i17 
Com (harvested for silage) 220082 306385 811 359 1304752 4359474 0 5895004 823834 0 0 
Wheat 2279 6720 2170 1895 197 22040 13177 56041 015 J 630617 
Oats 2136508 1621164 1054786 59028 1 1389505 985 135 11 126604112 790167 56431015 30346417 
Barley 5019 15472 33 10 255 0 011 012 0 015 01 7 
Rye 137 44 562 606 0 011 01 2 0 o'5 01 7 
Flax 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 48209 82715 150470 58199 32780 25 1233 33832 0 015 017 
Soybeans 1470132 1092942 3929987 4065044 15338508 22424149 21347695 26425990 3053464115 3947687417 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 10275 2180 l 1829 8737 0 0 165 0 015 017 
Popcorn 51024 4665 58566 0 43908 0 787374013 0 0 0 
Field Seeds 15737 86952 2564 548 1097 0 0 0 0 0 
Alfalfa 509460 732207 1032340 916495 1451438 2194025 2555436 201005 21551415 31284018 
All Other Hay 637051 358737 510582 11535 19 405577 197197 89676 1604435 312998415 287397018 
Vegetables 4023 1950 11 75 5933 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 3478 8139 7932 9447 1000 0 0 01~ 63615 537717 
Horses and Colts 47253 69443 6886 58428 27061 74549 152397 41500 0 0 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 723451 l 12253926 13708188 23208759 17061908 53630874 50734751 45960858 4483473015 4177872018 
Swine 5110614 3678384 5098486 9022167 10225049 23227581 2449 1407 2 1768479 2477325015 3167083017 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 166397 193359 179804 119952 56000 105000 32595 1 53463214 201264 16 537057'9 
Goats and Kids 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 1082072 1010660 1631811 954479 928000 200000 61000 95000 100000 9000 
Bees and Honey Produced 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dair~ Products 928695 1412410 1427562 1119988 985000 1031000 0 646000 563000 406000 
Price data footnotes for Table A.I 
1 from "Com Crops of the Uni led States, 1866-1906" 
2 from "Wheat Crops of the United St.ates, 1866- J 906" 
3 from "Oat Crops of the United States, 1866-1906" 
4 from "Barley Crops of the United State , 1866-1906" 
5 from 'Rye Crops of the United States, L866-J906" 
6 from "Buckwheat Crops of the United States, 1866-1906" 
7 from "Potato Crops of the United States, 1866- 1906" 
8 from "Hay Crop of the United States, L866-1906" 
9 from ' 'Number and Farm Value of Fa.rm Animals In The United States, 1867-1907" 
10 from Crop Reporter, Vol. I 
11 from "Agricultural Statistic ", 1979 
12 from "Agri cu ltural Statjstics", 1984 
13 from " Agricultural Statistics", 1982 
14 from "Agricultural Statistics", 1989 
15 from "Agricultural Statistics", 1994 
16 sheep price from "Agricultural Statistics" . 1993; wool price from "Agricultural Statistics'', 1994 
17 from "Agricultural Statistics", 1999 
18 from "Agricultural Statistics'', 1998 
19 sheep price from "Agricultural Statistics'', 1999; wool price from .. Agricultural Statistics", 1998 
°' 00 
TABLE A.2 Decatur Countl'. 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Corn (harvested for grain) 335326 418992 565685 612852 2699596 1458508 1232640 68598 795781 2132211 2975030 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 0 0 0 0 260498 8676 6042 0 3824 0 5594 
Wheat 4706 8125 4175 41738 902618 47468 80895 2744 11312 13152 98445 
Oats 91644 116370 98754 161613 459219 285469 237 188 752 132732 231 105 533287 
Barley 23 298 510 231 1060 238 3626 0 0 0 250 
Rye 4144 2386 2944 1383 12873 3763 2077 808 1243 409 2218 
Flax 0 557 127 0 0 0 0 764 0 0 21 
Buckwheat 2193 605 1019 200 588 920 11 0 0 0 20 
Sorgh ums 0 0 0 0 0 0 434 11547 22082 10293 18946 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 6996 24792 37383 13309 11 2056 155396 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 19620 16374 14374 11873 3227 20799 27692 5979 13937 6274 18589 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 694 86 0 3867 0 4536 
Field Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 109312 77124 0 52039 157379 153564 
Alfal fa 0 0 0 102 5786 0 91437 23362 67937 177376 240486 
All Other Hay 220088 348377 307296 447333 680849 301794 353799 271292 143994 497422 431082 
Vegetables 3347 1320 42264 57039 140346 26996 96324 7294 8139 1 139419 247 
Value o f Frui ts and Nuts 31431 1320 27748 113803 55045 28505 38829 4233 12450 12175 8299 
Horses and Colts 582354 1015941 773091 1646801 938283 587475 509964 544 115 410490 276600 148092 
Mules, Do nkeys, Burros 35653 31110 39252 117614 139180 109267 95822 67071 37899 29064 5346 
Cattle 610714 1050314 989258 906318 1803901 1 159754 1840179 632492 1391803 2483958 41922 16 
Swine 181358 437145 265660 339074 777777 565553 610763 179 135 188506 832796 11 25629 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 63595 23824 80458 90 143 226307 164988 19531 I 93549 152879 154343 348329 
Goats and Kids 0 0 1769 577 46 222 136 184 187 303 500 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 73796 94016 256467 327026 712226 552975 741835 27 1672 290253 847279 617832 
Bees and Honey Produced 1707 0 6285 8473 128 17 9722 603 1 0 2102 0 363 
Dairy Products 62730 96897 131063 146791 255921 306263 473858 466907 220214 4899 15 609025 
TABLE A.2 continued 
1954 1959 1964 1969 
Com (harvested for grai n) 2008269 1881186 2432784 2444749 
Corn (harvested for silage) 172074 63701 106395 205680 
Wheat 2553 1 38 159 17762 13683 
Oats 553037 150052 1797 JO 131682 
Barley 3789 11 9 588 0 
Rye 2412 1317 55 1 291 
Flax 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 21528 50418 36576 38499 
Soybeans 845458 509122 1426119 1214721 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoe 4275 775 2415 3297 
Popcorn 625 16 1247 0 
Field Seeds 53762 64761 11251 219 
Alfalfa 37 11 80 70889 1 889519 870456 
All Olher Hay 395552 231251 466826 342300 
Vegetables 975 185 906 
Value of Fru its and Nuts 3208 2526 2856 11424 
Horses and Colts 89490 94267 3619 81589 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 3838073 5687526 6248223 l01 74395 
Swine 1739957 1278279 142 1524 2045 170 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 181260 194754 16 1094 13573 1 
Goats and Kids 0 0 0 0 
Poultry and Poul try 
Products 524428 428901 346705 76225 
Bees and Honey Produced 0 0 20 0 
Dair~ Products 567580 52257 1 743820 568780 
1974 1978 1982 
6017217 8724668 8870458 
1301438 1357380 119 1329 
29194 12581 183365 
312689 91292 77066 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
25563 0 32797 
3146062 7181797 6053479 
74 0 0 
0 0 3407040 
15203 0 0 
1365132 2352046 381452 1 
1237770 1096035 1257379 
0 0 0 
2000 0 0 
79701 112948 293094 
0 0 0 
11 212912 26643260 28362279 
1646213 4506147 44032 11 
71000 71000 15825 1 
0 0 0 
15000 10000 17000 
0 0 4000 
740000 509000 627000 
1987 
5529879 
323878 
18769 
57890 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5942234 
0 
0 
0 
187602 1 
1012507 
0 
55297 
399500 
0 
28241497 
350605 1 
350611 
0 
9000 
0 
771000 
1992 
6765838 
0 
0 
34334 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4039247 
873 
0 
0 
4478916 
1588938 
0 
0 
0 
0 
29380395 
3178200 
2 18960 
0 
22000 
0 
515000 
1997 
6507755 
0 
22543 
65638 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
79 18722 
0 
0 
0 
4526940 
4018520 
0 
0 
0 
0 
35 125110 
3318 145 
598226 
0 
15000 
0 
459000 
-..] 
0 
TABLE A.3 Fa;tette Count;t 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Com (har vested for grai n) 472615 513609 907903 1505020 4427351 1052587 1908664 2546630 2371722 5198025 6964908 
Corn (harvesed for s ilage) 0 0 0 0 488118 252207 431644 0 306549 0 628188 
Wheat 38894 l 1638 29540 16926 92743 15275 10668 4022 2269 1302 6864 
Oats 368463 4255 10 556590 668256 1945691 1369922 895974 307042 635865 1444892 2399244 
Barley 12640 11439 68679 130222 173840 31057 89254 17656 11812 1340 928 
Rye 3965 3626 4637 5060 10421 6641 6377 1638 3912 1580 4526 
Flax 0 10991 24206 2932 348 216 2989 246 2738 0 637 
Buckwheat 3414 7125 7241 7480 12886 3922 6256 0 541 0 0 
Sorghums 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14367 26924 1440 1099 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 l 1445 20304 46217 76725 837967 455976 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 53957 47024 55409 79573 0 73556 113118 93652 52080 31057 22785 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 772 635 0 432 0 5918 
Field Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 39093 26221 0 34097 48500 270682 
Alfalfa 0 0 13 357 550 0 26980 105016 83984 118064 416842 
Al l Other Hay 425296 523989 387122 9 11 343 1985574 656741 858756 646486 45645 1 1216430 1142460 
Vegetables 9048 2531 42225 158588 419712 23371 131663 54416 106243 274427 28435 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 27318 2531 25442 39048 690 16 17797 51983 4233 22496 21716 6629 
Horses and Colts 949548 1261342 1000408 2208335 1547120 1054200 1099250 1060385 845305 564762 199233 
Mules, Do nkeys, Burros 12773 15728 13115 32970 40435 33165 36079 28468 19756 10032 4180 
Cattle 932334 1498926 1326038 1833014 3705352 2770275 3727669 1297756 3094911 5704921 8991977 
Swine 346970 596738 537725 793902 1731790 102191 8 1289528 442365 576350 2439607 2973742 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 13174 11164 7 11 7 l 77687 42389 111908 181977 88215 84690 74467 134263 
Goats and Kids 0 0 492 125 551 288 868 371 88 320 13527 
Poultry and Po ultry 
Products 50298 125765 336275 485537 l 199450 1063253 1491224 720103 847582 2542193 2353446 
Bees and Honey Produced 12670 0 5155 14857 25802 6200 11571 0 4908 0 2200 
Dairy Products 395496 509435 623373 919417 1630746 1872770 2 181100 2034891 1257163 2929483 3631918 
TABLE A.3 continued 
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1978 1982 1987 1992 1997 
Com (harvested for grain) 10253334 88809 16 76085 19 10811066 39114033 39958993 46905318 33 192959 49937436 54324320 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 589229 549150 1369 104 1076608 3328595 0 4136236 19447193 0 0 
Wheat 7860 1435 10524 7554 43642 13967 31426 16607 2989 9448 
Oats 1937776 1593781 1274314 837138 2170866 I l89608 1499607 1547237 913063 684993 
Barley 17190 23364 6010 171 7 7510 8151 8436 38027 44329 59174 
Rye 49 1411 3154 1734 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flax 0 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 7603 13927 15674 7413 32600 36408 0 0 0 0 
Soybeans 866984 884315 2125576 2654163 12590883 17153609 12962619 16192928 16674890 31229910 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 6984 4218 6630 755 61 301 0 0 0 0 
Popcorn 594 117 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Field Seeds 65223 15795 4915 2821 2093 0 0 0 0 0 
Alfalfa 1011480 1348457 1720986 1623652 4181013 5986658 65 16734 5672022 7362654 9200180 
All Other Hay 1014847 563252 92472 489058 1006882 306397 523499 236252 646074 972510 
Vegetables 37352 55570 69266 82081 176000 27 1000 0 80000 0 114000 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 3465 7453 2817 4753 0 2000 0 0 8537 47225 
Horses and Colts 79629 93839 14508 77300 97472 104098 234895 317500 0 0 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 7911088 11 866 141 11746589 17527842 1609387 1 41092294 37650326 427 19618 43112730 33782760 
Swine 6154678 4146253 4372976 7367496 7413051 18250306 20750044 16045505 17817450 17374085 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 124686 162136 10733 1 96355 99000 151000 313201 928615 723274 976422 
Goars and Kids 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 1648524 1565315 1769930 1672632 217 1000 234 1000 2602000 1589000 1557000 542 
Bees and Honey Produced 0 0 174 0 0 2000 5000 45000 0 0 
Dair~ Products 4176473 6064100 8234469 9175177 15670000 181 65000 25345000 25 100000 26729000 25 105000 
TABLE A.4 Hancock Count~ 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Com (harve ted for grain) 95148 199244 701570 1309873 4476542 2098596 2706787 2673702 2899819 5853874 7393604 
Com (harve ed for si lage) 0 0 0 0 191924 1414 11 225319 0 174530 0 403791 
Wheat 79310 42727 130275 23860 69706 11500 57 16 1343 1376 525 6678 
Oats 113362 200550 610350 596668 2154559 2018438 1312626 693 139 1008725 1670931 2065888 
Barley 27202 28976 72363 38695 51170 43479 164476 35506 168 14 28 4030 
Rye 1876 1055 3764 2250 2942 .15597 1858 1 4695 3972 978 1527 
Flax 0 22649 46619 2720 9335 1014 4982 979 18179 5098 36064 
Buckwheat 1565 2427 381 1083 3908 385 489 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 0 0 0 0 0 0 1775 40915 26475 8217 2792 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 2959 1626 10432 105286 1383528 1502852 
Potatoes and Sweet 
POLatoes 15248 19350 22699 62574 15050 61663 231933 234473 169672 25405 11 6661 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 123 195 0 316 0 3728 
Field Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 2973 3297 0 10184 86 19 29485 
A l falfa 0 0 0 569 5104 0 132058 255 136 141401 321557 362880 
All Other Hay 122905 277079 256099 498826 982597 308052 295522 365616 194162 376678 382266 
Vegetables 2315 598 7879 75798 270706 262 12 138267 29055 86731 171918 138954 
Value of Fruits and NuLS 1215 598 4364 17370 43310 15726 28915 4233 8820 16216 1411 
I lor es and ColLS 199840 430872 6172 11 1384671 1241076 897890 971 140 86 1537 572 161 312060 93906 
Mules, Donkeys. Burros 6157 10024 12654 28353 41154 49442 48890 42380 18778 8880 2450 
Caule 193830 539304 89 1548 889 148 2154860 151333 1 2329290 1026746 2088938 34824 10 5337181 
Swine 69255 234513 272294 45 173 1 1509756 10665 19 1253286 443 117 463 188 2296561 238 11 31 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 2972 1580 18662 28971 56651 31898 79752 965 10 81468 95080 117605 
Goats and K ids 0 0 269 150 52 60 106 118 29 88 803 
Poultry and Poul try 
Products 6988 73664 197627 248832 579146 684930 940796 493096 662049 20 11657 1859532 
Bees and Honey Produced 235 0 1559 4285 13061 2085 6208 0 709 1 0 5451 
Dairy Products 32519 11203 1 19 1543 345430 633207 8143 16 1103856 1086314 603561 1096342 1200802 
TABLE A.4 continued 
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1978 1982 1987 1992 1997 
Com (harvested for grain) 10448796 10143054 12055518 13189747 38142869 38361743 45384160 27277307 48869726 53095434 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 405331 468852 682746 553344 1725738 1791213 1598172 311284 0 0 
Wheat 929 9413 3602 15548 14033 17544 6373 0 4331 0 
Oats 1502963 1635783 865732 539334 Ll98564 613830 580816 363092 238821 100763 
Barley 635 3792 2520 4386 0 13680 0 0 0 0 
Rye 480 647 130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flax 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 4858 31165 23214 390 12441 29604 0 0 0 0 
Soybeans 2475456 2259602 5355417 6608178 22476287 27456935 25072438 26432506 25407387 35768982 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 34931 6974 24656 12720 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Popcorn 19924 4512 1180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Field Seeds 2729 135 864 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alfalfa 667040 990336 10263365 634737 1044534 1333173 1239411 775420 895986 606650 
All Other Hay 409932 138601 195572 124305 186505 107755 79013 119908 140556 416460 
Vegetables 28400 2630 2787 2530 0 0 0 0 0 6000 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 223 1529 706 7641 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Horses and Colts 0 66340 7931 42606 53717 85949 11 8198 180000 0 0 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 5320567 7806304 6929666 8995101 5986331 16555506 12367593 9895434 9884895 662 1120 
Swine 52693 19 2964261 3795106 6505548 6396069 15493974 17036925 12079129 12498 150 14842785 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 166526 257823 24 167 1 263809 147000 269000 532002 475686 3378 15 449221 
Goats and Kids 0 0 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 1588397 2077186 2706046 1023338 540000 393000 1082000 5241 525 1370 
Bees and Honey Produced 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Dair~ Products 996672 1436245 1782722 1417293 1457000 1760000 2466000 595000 805000 1740000 
TABLE A.5 Jasl!er Count~ 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Corn (harvested for grain) 849918 1096892 1702583 2745629 7546742 36 12352 3825407 533144 3889621 6308714 9260534 
Com (harvesed for silage) 0 0 0 0 334938 79230 50556 0 46640 0 98466 
Wheat 147839 42036 162390 122151 630222 206446 157404 38648 60384 14899 304725 
Oats 316623 419650 450022 534081 1431986 11 31426 966172 91067 546133 919999 1761776 
Barley 3264 5092 9681 18540 11110 4113 35578 884 6587 0 3155 
Rye 11821 6563 2025 2667 11607 3619 3215 1436 3482 2222 2549 
Flax 0 2173 49 134 0 0 0 487 902 0 0 
Buckwheat 862 469 84 210 719 0 188 0 0 0 100 
Sorghums 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15132 40676 5338 11815 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 5072 8931 10124 117656 987142 681969 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 117568 181682 122518 65064 6219 38767 71975 18605 25882 13044 13452 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 339 513 0 515 0 1512 
Field Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 69652 83928 0 86526 27788 55820 
Alfalfa 0 0 0 467 14300 0 172997 194537 183606 383878 960477 
All Other Hay 276457 393399 276220 663 169 900386 466627 630697 172048 341120 877649 332040 
Vegetables 7507 5425 53011 154427 20241 I 23531 174794 6654 117092 179888 3873 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 68992 5425 48859 72885 71278 27425 64539 23148 33198 21030 15301 
Horses and Colts 1039769 1594502 1231688 28 15330 1762298 1291982 1075354 949589 726555 381752 139650 
Mules, Donkeys. Burros 63496 61874 71715 148830 162517 139127 109042 87892 5541 1 25359 6496 
Cattle 1121354 1603202 1588022 177 1365 3742723 2364667 2972088 1099 118 2920260 5054029 82699 18 
Swine 577377 1271013 737972 1249852 2958387 2492569 2146846 62339 1 812307 312641 l 3994694 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 11887 21586 12409 1 75986 288535 269213 240025 94657 127140 155 193 249056 
Goats and Kids 0 0 4656 2761 346 900 400 226 146 81 329 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 49442 153960 378597 51837 1 1038729 1049171 1334006 577091 740990 2008365 1626833 
Bees and Honey Produced 5440 0 5391 11230 24098 6902 16928 0 4669 0 389 
Dairy Products 197372 244708 292043 279838 510098 610892 1002212 973129 552939 1122105 1668449 
TABLE A.S continued 
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1978 1982 1987 1992 1997 
Corn (harvested for grain) 10862369 9837178 12929877 14418 177 35796562 37523843 47372330 30100460 49127274 50365250 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 122664 179796 386988 632168 2124817 1781388 1.839877 461224 0 0 
Wheat 26315 48088 22511 3289 48828 7480 2302 1 6134 17995 0 
Oats 1956143 1477834 1055106 762099 1388033 988991 11 72770 764538 618179 395694 
Barley 2146 221 0 612 5826 0 0 0 0 0 
Rye 25 18 686 416 194 0 0 1058 0 0 0 
Flax 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 7149 35478 17518 26848 15267 35632 0 0 0 0 
Soybeans 1368746 1058099 3007239 4726616 13068448 18497551 21004928 24285969 25743538 42700547 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 6151 1754 7320 4561 37 0 0 0 0 0 
Popcorn 3570 1265 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Field Seeds 37241 31807 30170 2809 2145 0 0 0 0 0 
Alfalfa 1171460 1297402 1311709 1306473 2270347 3564206 4722740 2824768 5052138 6621340 
All Other Hay 843257 464012 638309 386277 754507 326962 246048 170643 610350 806850 
Vegetables 0 5818 4179 370 0 0 5000 0 0 0 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 8488 27 160 7386 10014 7000 45000 0 0 0 0 
Horses and Colts 66405 109033 12079 104751 743 16 116998 275395 439000 0 0 
Mules, Don.keys, Burros 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 7975469 11934832 11718543 17891517 15802726 356038 13 34174294 32293730 33396960 26229120 
Swine 7210332 4820918 5696323 8803822 9271244 20159162 21812000 16392711 17494050 15363155 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 353650 486866 273868 199510 161000 327000 542302 940822 517698 5963 16 
Goats and Kids 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 1141760 971796 1050224 512767 588000 548000 615000 648000 161000 143000 
Bees and Honey Produced 0 0 1144 0 0 0 0 6000 0 28000 
Dair~ Products 1591728 1859838 2372789 2244154 2501000 33 15000 4028000 1909000 2713000 1468000 
TABLE A.6 Linn Count.l'. 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Corn (harvested for grain) 740611 760096 1220228 2415203 5990738 1738028 2682655 2435938 3404688 6930806 8414460 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 0 0 0 0 368 162 154304 213830 0 146086 0 243139 
Wheat 23011 5729 15410 35 109 150602 22618 25640 5203 5785 4645 35289 
Oats 288762 326589 466460 790441 1657787 1468326 896307 202247 590350 1234438 189 1084 
Barley 961 2363 18003 49396 49332 24264 52361 6815 15745 341 6580 
Rye 8291 6417 774 1 10468 32061 7557 7538 1291 4148 1821 2887 
Flax 0 705 382 9 258 0 1720 43 3738 0 1440 
Buckwheat 1970 2009 2475 1020 2292 742 2289 0 63 0 0 
Sorghums 0 0 0 0 0 0 4257 25285 19735 1880 577 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 9803 21482 61508 189573 955863 504074 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 49148 50265 61669 110918 15363 79959 169400 103003 64819 35819 47904 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 27173 5294 0 2182 0 12982 
Field Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 21601 46450 0 35227 37392 136369 
Alfalfa 0 0 0 679 9438 0 62323 216430 141712 220900 618150 
All Other Hay 472676 584622 35 1390 851833 1699163 57 1308 704584 741337 420504 85 1583 787120 
Vegetables 11723 113 19 70055 265257 483791 74854 309326 59523 190809 273229 74517 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 45489 11319 46122 106299 237794 74272 97906 38664 69666 71675 65886 
Horses and Colts 1179488 1537791 1120178 2369722 1667856 J 134726 1050758 969072 713859 458320 142738 
Mules, Donkeys. Burros 36756 41998 34015 57760 90648 81369 72434 64030 45145 29646 6656 
Cattle 1290302 1577670 1379220 1662546 3979106 22 14050 3178461 1248768 3161071 5476823 8021623 
Swi ne 468164 914914 645315 840916 2135519 1356999 1515705 596687 837942 3260056 3658646 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 8423 11641 53497 103970 151818 101143 119250 86455 69020 97969 237967 
Goats and Kids 0 0 2427 165 260 11 64 1444 435 202 660 2462 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 74935 165266 3937 16 483164 101 75 18 1093237 1520149 63788 1 733599 1967209 1489309 
Bees and Honey Prod uced 9224 0 5608 13590 28473 5037 26 117 0 7127 0 2599 
Dairy Products 464585 493647 522708 56687 l 814270 101 1545 1438500 1383639 11 83739 2062273 2561713 
TABLE A.6 continued 
1954 1959 1964 1969 
Com (harvested for grain) 11186499 9607745 11423780 12143004 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 376797 330141 69388 1 750176 
Wheat 16053 2091 7847 68 13 
Oats 1893132 1526432 1130933 711 571 
Barley 13924 7782 2024 2465 
Rye 34 1 1489 972 582 
Flax 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 4760 20982 6913 11408 
Soybeans 700734 585690 2261256 3363647 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 22300 7004 21996 2947 
Popcorn 85 1 142 7163 0 
Field Seeds 26553 15930 12111 3752 
Alfalfa 1083660 1091154 1306769 719736 
All Other Hay 727212 475598 530388 346558 
Vegetables 66437 81346 41846 64523 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 17748 44551 32202 48851 
Horses and Coils 80997 129 149 20092 133822 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 7567562 11031995 97 l 1766 11 756953 
Swine 7130980 4595455 4731383 6351618 
Sheep. Lambs, Wool shorn 362868 430093 367824 235450 
Goats and Kids 0 0 52 0 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products l 142639 1027156 986956 444420 
Bees and Honey Produced 0 0 650 0 
Dair~ Produces 2488062 3161990 3018759 3009182 
1974 1978 1982 
34203129 31907528 43333893 
1465578 0 177 1097 
9301 1 5893 77085 
1285872 802675 797 172 
0 0 1328 
0 0 4316 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
16525 22599 0 
14500137 18907273 19324339 
447 1484 6111 
22525 0 0 
2819 0 0 
2006814 2976949 2961643 
855406 217210 33327 1 
132000 137000 131000 
39000 0 105000 
151189 191997 462591 
0 0 0 
10145218 21482425 22164308 
6285809 13301850 12042062 
156000 261000 66 1952 
0 0 0 
498000 178000 127000 
0 14000 25000 
37 12000 4587000 589 1000 
1987 1992 
24364298 38676986 
668667 0 
29709 19962 
819889 553484 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
18504562 20802783 
1349 8924 
0 0 
0 0 
2674278 4115124 
381153 483210 
420000 377000 
16201 3 73809 
804000 0 
0 0 
25449229 26598750 
10028627 9643050 
1138296 522340 
0 0 
40000 32000 
84000 25000 
4976000 3886000 
1997 
41554590 
0 
55815 
445795 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
31323372 
0 
0 
0 
4923050 
584760 
294000 
28848 
0 
0 
20970300 
6825585 
488190 
0 
19000 
57000 
3753000 
-..J 
00 
TABLE A.7 Louisa Count,r 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Corn (harvested for grai n) 3903 10 400826 723298 1361599 3326887 157 1025 1597828 920872 17 17448 3661142 4830862 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 0 0 0 0 103454 66543 42183 0 228 18 0 59089 
Wheat 21084 25904 6410 261761 838937 283894 239979 102290 115501 57231 212557 
Oats 117746 11 3527 178982 216569 516973 395056 27 1382 12 194 6626 329452 711 634 
Barley 0 0 993 7807 3298 0 10068 222 2232 0 I 1300 
Rye 7446 8235 8836 14866 76396 15490 11358 6949 77 14 7039 19751 
Flax 0 0 39 0 0 0 0 181 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 1256 757 157 146 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 0 0 0 0 0 0 62 1619 14932 102 469 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 5207 12386 59410 183204 1.046365 977561 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 28350 15131 19604 29970 4332 28726 62617 2503 1 21248 17150 22286 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 105 0 0 0 0 546 
Field Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 14125 36713 0 27 144 40786 51067 
Alfalfa 0 0 0 340 4862 0 32705 36549 37892 103523 234209 
All Other Hay 161125 200727 128689 297548 580407 211212 238766 311813 156394 392948 207282 
Vegetables 4416 1115 67868 105033 243486 11449 123460 12565 81511 155662 31526 
Value of Fru its and Nuts 29430 l I 15 35980 34044 47 l15 15455 41567 13861 17969 18890 12403 
Horses and Colts 561107 772487 419362 1452573 989956 566785 468545 484996 291865 195610 50426 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 22789 14777 29532 47667 71 259 47466 39703 40353 23522 11613 2040 
Cattle 517660 703380 623377 78387 1 172393 1 906594 1205681 526526 129 1795 2334620 3280933 
Swi ne 202571 421385 333365 62 1010 1505099 10074 12 853007 348 188 391768 1832778 22779 14 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 5971 5398 31270 36617 55370 48692 74848 434 10 41028 67178 76737 
Goats and Kids 0 0 612 1984 1057 720 4 1 47 29 105 100 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 29283 68025 171526 215262 457899 404890 50 1604 191428 197340 521796 33289 l 
Bees and Honey Produced 4104 0 4039 8190 11808 2779 4856 0 1885 0 203 
Dairy Products 77613 95865 114117 79104 212617 20070 1 388616 393456 155686 334037 37 1124 
TABLE A.7 continued 
1954 1959 1964 1969 
Corn (harvested for grain) 5998144 5428102 6614611 7613295 
Corn (harvesed for silage) 92990 100800 140828 134904 
Wheat 79408 63933 76047 34922 
Oats 825840 542581 314280 200450 
Barley 147 420 680 0 
Rye 8001 6447 5816 3683 
Flax 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums Jl 25 44441 6832 4482 
Soybeans 1676520 I 160656 2202092 3078934 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 23010 1625 10231 10648 
Popcorn 1469 28 0 0 
Field Seeds 25063 11575 17142 0 
Alfalfa 526680 376928 407834 232959 
All Other Hay 240815 145935 15.1767 91630 
Vegetables 48823 101243 82032 81072 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 5947 19498 6235 0 
Horses and Colts 29982 55533 4991 63098 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 3494931 5136798 3977294 5215147 
S wine 4108381 2801600 2889963 4154122 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 134694 176052 132427 135873 
Goats and Kids 0 0 70 0 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 259023 430936 385436 269497 
Bees and Honey Produced 0 0 20 0 
Dair~ Products 32355 1 279075 231557 201694 
1974 1978 1982 
21601323 20385602 26764829 
3839 19 42585 1 40651 8 
156849 42076 122718 
297000 136974 161547 
0 0 12266 
0 3796 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
8571335 11076234 10823712 
296463 0 440206 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
441976 576847 68291 I 
280616 94838 160691 
259000 370000 403 
0 0 0 
30696 44699 109798 
0 0 0 
4196238 10181483 8205508 
3552732 8077376 8065 178 
86000 68000 185001 
0 0 0 
66000 125000 129196 
0 14000 0 
52000 0 0 
1987 1992 
11470136 21605296 
155880 0 
65515 85037 
87018 52400 
0 0 
5001 10053 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
9481135 13068489 
374308 507858 
0 0 
0 0 
570498 1122108 
75289 118404 
387000 43000 
98049 11325 
133000 0 
0 0 
7314254 7044210 
5202204 4495125 
325673 11 2305 
0 0 
161214 305000 
0 0 
278000 0 
1997 
21933339 
0 
40811 
78494 
0 
22725 
0 
0 
0 
18722425 
0 
0 
0 
1244870 
183590 
100000 
4025 
0 
0 
6423330 
7666065 
16041 1 
0 
150 
0 
146000 
00 
0 
TABLE A.8 Mills Countl:'. 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Com (harvested for grain) 744763 751580 1160643 1848599 4438658 3026833 3650360 171955 1931608 5726277 5987478 
Corn (harvesed for si lage) 0 0 0 0 424 12 7580 18299 0 28146 0 39675 
Wheat 565 17 39812 105535 151541 941204 221996 240670 1.4833 1 147360 166015 509722 
Oats 59062 88865 102428 131516 325935 299494 23337 l 75245 54668 323790 476261 
Barley 2375 5146 3024 8370 28470 7797 21095 3762 20525 0 4363 
Rye 7140 1108 1759 601 16290 2896 2978 2583 2085 544 2278 
Flax 0 0 0 0 0 280 0 17 0 4861 2100 
Buckwheat 275 144 17 40 187 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 0 0 0 0 0 0 95 8942 27458 3864 4240 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 365 425 32 2787 68007 18150 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 22339 26977 41062 55063 6675 38339 86101 4733 36194 9346 19319 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 564 1045 0 5684 0 14470 
Field Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 22588 25794 0 18274 1041 l 6570 
Alfalfa 0 0 14077 86097 546018 0 43141 8 288858 153520 466035 538741 
All Other Hay 102425 166473 196557 340219 368590 296252 143315 39049 41363 98138 135667 
Vegetables 12581 4364 47356 95694 161069 14906 70538 1144 57407 115870 29640 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 65283 4364 64720 223 128 87949 10752 49290 34196 33973 7693 0 
Horses and Colts 593285 928480 633564 1424993 85563 1 602240 548017 524465 332698 230736 71381 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 74431 75441 78 139 171444 168531 140870 150871 119861 84158 33696 5382 
Cattle 636662 810091 1016473 896998 1674188 1046949 1602369 572051 1199539 2204202 3937818 
Swine 244992 623919 412618 661939 1435537 868984 927513 326033 260059 301916 1453010 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 1674 1754 12562 23892 72727 28 199 48633 16257 23483 134045 149038 
Goats and Kids 0 0 410 381 144 606 120 127 133 228 62 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 25690 81124 18867 1 209725 407924 415468 556966 227709 209665 609667 364137 
Bees and Honey Produced 1108 0 4522 2730 11852 6617 10156 0 9789 665681 191 
Dairy Products 50442 89320 128 198 114415 255720 22 1595 499 141 428464 33 1258 532588 548238 
00 
TABLE A.8 continued 
1954 1959 1964 1969 
Com (harvested for grain) 4794579 6797515 6343017 8644603 
Com {harvesed for silage) 174718 123579 216249 39 1696 
Wheat 402432 437059 29 157 1 14690 
Oats 826190 466979 114932 l 14848 
Barley 6349 5285 J764 0 
Rye 3549 3693 473 262 
Flax 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 33458 271063 166944 35874 
Soybeans 274841 334078 2589074 3751907 
Potatoes and Swee1 
Potatoes 6543 3162 14931 1738 
Popcorn 37062 11 723 18550 0 
Field Seeds 72339 11435 2748 840 
Alfalfa 902720 568299 549359 454438 
AJI Other Hay 129121 57541 86617 48525 
Vegetables 5974 12010 5777 310 
Va lue of Fruits and Nuts 23680 23875 3323 1 51487 
Horses and Colts 39045 49969 2944 44607 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 4245884 5788832 59539 13 8340485 
Swi ne 2913043 1885868 2102509 2722520 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 91828 127338 73841 47408 
Goats and Kids 0 0 0 0 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 215570 269996 I l 8754 43004 
Bees and Honey Produced 0 0 0 0 
Dair~ Products 594263 516055 3087 11 216882 
1974 1978 1982 
14432959 20863524 20573433 
1615278 0 967468 
485145 224802 274635 
249895 125734 587914 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
9235 34640 0 
11 885761 16430550 15772813 
102 0 0 
21759 0 0 
3048 0 0 
747022 986708 106827 l 
93459 96878 111 215 
0 10000 14000 
54000 202000 0 
26522 49049 91198 
0 0 0 
7084037 1751 1141 13468761 
2217980 5646556 5384667 
32000 67000 145601 
0 0 0 
15000 12000 5000 
0 0 0 
239000 252000 265000 
1987 1992 
15674852 29808920 
92197 0 
50877 29722 
89266 78993 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
16011596 19892074 
0 873 
0 0 
0 0 
618197 1099644 
89282 67782 
0 0 
0 0 
129000 0 
0 0 
11759133 J 1063850 
3375270 3003675 
227552 117794 
0 0 
7000 396 
0 0 
11 7000 142000 
1997 
26457399 
0 
60650 
39767 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
23808029 
0 
0 
0 
1478950 
223960 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8079750 
1491240 
17258 1 
0 
7000 
0 
137000 
00 
N 
TABLE A.9 O'Brien Count~ 
1885 1890 1900 1910 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 
Corn (harvested for grain) 171538 363926 965948 1832714 7203437 3024016 3475469 3099199 3668307 6589626 7293764 
Com (harvesed for silage) 0 0 0 0 171730 59228 55403 0 71044 0 231470 
Wheat 67208 115665 243990 8444 56623 1308 2589 2016 3495 30 3872 
Oats 96338 216576 345298 813 178 2744454 1783063 138 1948 723861 693660 1481894 2081763 
Barley 44535 276416 302772 124685 133836 68901 382071 319980 348244 347 56083 
Rye 3128 502 312 0 1260 470 11 22 5022 6054 455 1460 
Flax 0 264379 33702 0 1243 1595 14360 13272 1. 73489 126553 689565 
Buckwheat 2517 1532 308 1672 0 0 307 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 0 0 0 0 0 0 2467 106172 18455 1760 619 
Soybeans 0 0 0 0 0 8530 3392 8594 69862 1121514 1599495 
Potatoes and Sweet 
Potatoes 12753 27230 32523 77005 11759 38352 113715 541 83 76211 17780 134 19 
Popcorn 0 0 0 0 0 1301 8734 0 0 0 17547 
Field Seeds 0 0 0 0 0 8064 11 012 0 9115 228 7768 
Alfalfa 0 0 70 2106 101530 0 282776 374325 202507 447678 378696 
All Other Hay 112098 282321 247321 636802 126432 1 394359 209586 38558 1 168730 399653 417241 
Vegetables 10020 558 30501 97814 0 14453 65977 23963 61125 141215 545 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 1081 558 4267 14749 26809 5712 17713 8657 3748 12587 1427 
Horses and Colts 294218 791715 7234 19 1577967 138 1567 910740 958345 819894 553925 290700 80775 
Mu les. Donkeys, Burros 20859 26357 13529 33410 45849 45654 45146 34457 21843 10296 2397 
Cattle 269776 714551 964405 J 142760 2807793 15929 11 2532033 1186866 2526385 4676038 6448334 
Swine 122394 517383 468126 66 139 1 2239507 1508908 2069485 535243 536794 2582424 3023138 
Sheep, Lambs, Wool shorn 13163 12734 9137 1 1363 17 80320 110539 116017 272587 239349 410632 321499 
Goats and Kids 0 0 283 714 55 102 287 212 61 0 60 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 38807 69263 223076 207916 599490 504936 927621 423580 483231 1666907 1484232 
Bees and Honey Produced 35 0 15 18 4487 13427 6780 10767 0 16048 0 6999 
Dairy Products 84396 139437 194477 303056 560050 605250 896033 901365 519115 1121716 11 84914 
TABLE A.9 continued 
.1954 L959 1964 1969 1974 1978 L982 1987 1992 1997 
Com (harvested for grain) 10966708 9358550 9520762 16214109 31971034 37337817 38575121 25955200 43205080 482 10638 
Com (harvesed for silage) 255952 416134 795354 I L5 3936 3776255 3903887 3084089 512075 0 0 
Wheat 795 89 16 4270 10530 17485 0 19153 3588 0 0 
Oats 2267050 1714125 901611 954053 1110667 684031 902548 555181 231350 123691 
Barley 13288 17060 336 4332 0 0 15318 0 9914 22929 
Rye 104 343 624 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flax 0 95976 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Buckwheat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sorghums 136 16 87853 90307 73286 19951 14344 0 0 0 0 
Soybeans 357 1093 2924647 6094438 6799745 18960839 29416154 24995936 30017359 34553922 46046357 
Po tatoes and Sweet 
Po tatoes 9835 8323 1005 607 135 0 0 0 0 0 
Popcorn 5105 6988 6777 0 13367 0 0 0 0 0 
Field Seeds 11 47 15843 915 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alfalfa 57 1640 866143 885597 1080495 1228202 1317664 1131449 855857 l2217L4 1044560 
All Other Hay 526170 94331 151879 101373 144053 200851 159465 1525 14 268398 413820 
Vegetables 233 254 330 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Value of Fruits and Nuts 1615 773 2069 2360 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Horses and ColLS 40869 73723 389 1 57475 35273 71699 121498 286500 0 0 
Mules, Donkeys, Burros 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cattle 6630385 94 18018 9629152 18438546 15100064 41126934 35407490 29767236 20590815 19416480 
Swine 5291869 3133703 3893793 6346851 7008712 16652373 19370228 17252052 20001375 24055000 
Sheep. Lambs, Wool shorn 50983 1 634685 347814 177429 160000 221000 566902 798641 749839 933197 
GoaLS and Kids 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Poultry and Poultry 
Products 1133049 1281219 1533 170 801374 1364000 958000 857000 47541 2508000 4840000 
Bees and I Ioney Produced 0 0 10 0 0 0 150000 0 0 0 
Dair~ Products 1204104 1507 157 1824493 1946157 2084000 2082000 2419000 1969000 1347000 1361000 
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APPENDIX B: DIVERSIFICATION CHARTS WITH REAL PRICES 
The diversification indexes were also computed using normalized prices (1997 = 1). 
The charts are presented below. The specialization trend is even more apparent, with some 
of the charts showing a nearl y linear trend throughout the data. They show basically the 
same pattern as those calculated with nominal prices, but the year-to-year volatility is greater 
in many cases. 
Normalizing the nominal price data into real price data changes the weigh ts given to 
the enterprise production values of each county. Changing the price weights causes the 
differences observed between the nominal and real charts . Real agricul tu ral prices have 
trended downward in a fairly steady manner during the past century. This accounts for the 
overall shi fts in the real price charts and the linear trend seen for some counties. 
The differences between the real and nominal charts for a specific year are explained 
by looking at production data for the counties. A surge in production for one type of 
enterprise during a certain year (without a corresponding surge in other enterpri ses) will 
cause the index to show a bigger spike in speci alization when production is weighted in 
constant prices instead of nominal prices. There are a few spikes that atu·act one's attention. 
Decatur, Fayette, Jasper, and Linn Counties have spikes of speciali zation in 1935. From 
1930 to 1935, Decatur saw a drastic decrease in its crop production (the result of a drought) 
whi le its dafry production remained steady. This is equivalent to a surge in dairy production, 
and thus, more specialization. Fayette saw a big jump in alfalfa production from 1930 to 
1935, which accounts for its speciali zation spike. 
Conversely, the introduction of a new crop will cause diversification to be 
accentuated when an index is calculated with real p1ices. This is what happened in Carroll 
and Decatur Counties, as they experienced a large amount of popcorn production for the first 
time in 1982. Their charts show the corresponding di versification spikes in that year. 
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APPENDIX C: DATA FOR TECHNOLOGY PROXY 
T he data that served as a proxy for agricultural technology in the Granger test is a 
synthesis of two data sets. Table B. l li sts to tal publ ic ag1icultural research funds fro m 1888 
to 1990. T able B.2 li sts public agricultural research funds geared specificall y toward 
agti cultural production technology from 1927 to 1995. This is the preferred data set, but 
since it does not begin until 1927, it was extended back by using the data set in Table B.l. 
The pe rcentage of total funds spe nt specificall y on technology was calculated for each year 
that the two sets overlap (1927-1990). Tt re mained qui te stable over that period and averaged 
71 .3%. The total funds of Table B. l were multi pli ed by that figure fo r each year spanning 
1888 to 1926, giving a good approxi mation of technology spending for those years. Thi s 
produced the full data set given in Table B.3. It was fu11her necessar y to conve1t the yearl y 
data into a set that matched the pattern of years in the index data sets. Hence, it was 
averaged in the manner of 
2 
C L: ti )/ s 
i = -2 
where ti is each year of the index data sets (1885, 1890, 1900, ... ,1997). The full data set does 
not quite cover the endpo int years, 1885 and 1997. The 1888 value, 12,01 8,629, was used 
for 1885, while the 1995 value, 1,181,250,53 1, fill ed the gap at 1997. The fi nal data set is 
presented in Table B.4. 
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TABLE C.1 USDA and SAES total agricultural research ex~enditures (1888-1990) 
Year Dollars Year Dollars Year Dollars 
1888 18,347,000 1923 240,644,000 1957 688,721 ,000 
1889 18,284,000 1924 248,41 1,000 1958 780,386,000 
1890 24,280.000 1925 292,522,000 1959 790.595,000 
189 l 23,881,000 1926 316.823 ,000 1960 797 ,96 1,000 
1892 26,834,000 1927 309.654,000 196 1 834,975,000 
1893 24,777,000 1928 333,513.000 1962 850,763,000 
1894 27,477,000 1929 395,864,000 1963 890,478,000 
1895 29,736,000 1930 490.188,000 1964 948,845,000 
1896 30,863,000 1931 502,340.000 1965 l.015,878,000 
1897 30,929,000 1932 478,035,000 1966 1.037,471.000 
1898 31,624,000 1933 449,919,000 1967 l ,064,232 ,000 
1899 29,716,000 1934 420,588,000 1968 943,524,000 
1900 29,501,000 1935 439,093,000 1969 994,813.000 
190 1 35,211,000 1936 446,136,000 1970 1,023,863,000 
1902 39.013,000 1937 425.455,000 1971 1,057,756,000 
1903 41,068,000 1938 473,025,000 1972 1,225,284,000 
1904 45,637,000 1939 542,84 7 ,000 1973 1,24 1, I 06,000 
1905 45,256,000 1940 525,768,000 1974 1,226,3 11,000 
1906 60,223,000 1941 518,292,000 1975 l ,292,842,000 
1907 7l, 190,000 1942 499,004,000 1976 1.699,247 ,000 
1908 81,594,000 1943 50 1,973,000 1977 1,456,359,000 
1909 93,874,000 1944 467 ,308,000 1978 1,499.231.000 
19 10 97,057,000 1945 488,099,000 1979 1,486,898,000 
19 11 110,556,000 1946 494,041.000 1980 1,586, 152,000 
1912 120,203,000 1947 620,316,000 1981 1,633,J 63,000 
1913 120,203 ,000 1948 7 11,785,000 1982 1,601, 193,000 
19 14 124,262,000 1949 614,021,000 1983 1,54 7,481,000 
1915 149,878,000 1950 521,680,000 1984 1,54 1,835,000 
1916 140,730,000 1951 510,081,000 1985 1,590,877 ,000 
1917 124,544,000 1952 543,410,000 1986 1,597,089,000 
1918 129,637.000 1953 545.503.000 1987 1,624.754.000 
19 19 139,66 1,000 1954 596.074,000 1988 1,747,860,000 
1920 130,13 1,000 1955 623,809,000 1989 1,638.633,000 
1921 17 1,132,000 1956 613,833,000 1990 1,652,242.000 
1922 231,111 ,000 
source: Dr. Wallace Huffman, Iowa State Uni versity 
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TABLE C.2 USDA and SAES agricultural research expenditures focused on 
technologl:'. (1927-1995) 
Year Dollars Year Dollars 
1927 229,865,599 1962 612,357,413 
1928 258,328,4 1 l J963 648,878,788 
1929 279.964,897 l964 684,527 ,729 
1930 316,296,060 1965 7 J9,520,617 
193 1 333,030,453 1966 738.7 16,484 
1932 332,210,732 1967 765, 170,017 
1933 305,250,801 1968 719.830,348 
1934 279,288,692 1969 779,087,304 
1935 298,050,412 1970 745,794,559 
1936 3 18,566,673 197 1 766,878,924 
1937 326.271,506 1972 794,666.0 19 
1938 380,349,47 1 1973 822,260.631 
1939 392,329,634 1974 825,655,647 
1940 -l03 ,150,147 1975 843, 159,831 
1941 4l0,009, J80 1976 919,480,995 
1942 394,952,8 14 1977 998,319,830 
1943 405,931,35 1 1978 1,022,906,553 
1944 424,827 .374 1979 1,04 1,4 12, I 96 
1945 445,461,501 1980 1,037,067,406 
1946 472 ,630,448 1981 J ,074,878,845 
1947 5 j 3,951,428 1982 l , 118,293,591 
1948 504,385,373 1983 l , J 5 1.833,022 
1949 443 ,247 ,286 1984 1,129,071,736 
1950 320,334,792 1985 I, I 03,63 1,073 
195 l 326,728,353 1986 1,087,555,994 
1952 347,787,226 1987 1, 11 5.577,491 
1953 357.344,428 1988 I, I I 9,209,223 
1954 378,750,761 1989 1,126,565,748 
1955 422,042,218 1990 I, 151.694,955 
1956 -l39,027 ,522 199 1 1,177.00 1,321 
1957 472,41 4,035 1992 I, 185.244,034 
1958 537,487,799 1993 l , J 77 .620,369 
1959 538.753,671 1994 1,19 1,293,01 1 
1960 558,291,032 1995 l , J8J ,250,53 l 
1961 590,014,286 
source: Dr. Wallace Huffman, Iowa State University 
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TABLE C.3 USDA and SAES agricultural research expenditures focused on 
technolo~ (1888-1995) 
Year Dollars Year Dollars Year Dollars 
1888 12,018,629 1924 177 ,065 ,468 1960 558,291,032 
1889 13,032,696 1925 208,507,453 1961 590,014,286 
1890 17,306,599 1926 225,829,020 1962 612,357,4 13 
1891 17.022,195 1927 229,865,599 1963 648,878,788 
1892 19,127,07 1 1928 258,328,4 11 1964 684,527 ,729 
1893 17,660,857 1929 279,964,897 1965 719,520.617 
1894 19,585,396 1930 316.296,060 1966 738,716.484 
1895 2 1,195,594 193 1 333,030,453 1967 765,170.017 
1896 2 1,998,911 1932 332,2 10.732 1968 719,830,348 
1897 22,045,956 1933 305,250.80 I 1969 779,087 ,304 
1898 22,541.346 1934 279,288,692 1970 745,794.559 
1899 21, 181,338 1935 298,050,412 197 1 766,878,924 
1900 2 1,028,088 1936 3 I 8,566,673 1972 794,666,019 
1901 25,098,133 1937 326,27 1,506 1973 822,260,63 1 
1902 27,808, 169 1938 380.349,47 1 1974 825,655,647 
1903 29,272,957 1939 392,329,634 1975 843,159,831 
1904 32,529,706 1940 403, 150, 147 1976 919,480,995 
1905 32,258,132 1941 410,009, 180 1977 998,3 19,830 
1906 42,926,496 1942 394,952,814 1978 1,022,906,553 
1907 50,743,690 1943 405,93 1,35 1 1979 1,04 1,4 12,196 
1908 58,159,581 1944 424,827 ,374 1980 1,037 ,067,406 
1909 66,9 12.672 1945 445,461 ,501 1981 1,074.878,845 
1910 69. 18 1,490 1946 472.630,448 1982 1.118,293,591 
1911 78.803,474 1947 5 13,95 1,428 1983 I, 151,833.022 
1912 85,679,783 1948 504,385.373 1984 1.129.071.736 
191 3 85,679,783 1949 443,247 ,286 1985 I, I 03,631,073 
1914 88,573,007 1950 320,334,792 1986 1.087 ,555,994 
1915 I 06.83 1,896 1951 326,728,353 1987 1,1 15,577,49 1 
1916 100.3 1 1.272 1952 347,787,226 1988 I, 119,209.223 
1917 88,774,0 14 1953 357 .344.428 1989 1.126,565,748 
1918 92,404,266 1954 378.750,76 1 1990 I, 151,694,955 
1919 99,549,297 1955 422,042,2 18 1991 l,177,001,321 
1920 92,756,385 1956 439,027,522 1992 l,J 85,244,034 
192 1 12 1,98 1,586 1957 472,414,035 1993 l, 177 ,620,369 
1922 164,734,160 1958 537,487,799 1994 1,191,293,0 11 
1923 171.529,210 1959 538,753,67 1 1995 1.1 8 1,250,531 
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TABLE C.4 Final data set for technology proxy 
Year Dollars 
1885 12,018.629 
1890 15,701 ,438 
1900 23,531,415 
1910 71,747,400 
1920 L 14,285,139 
1925 202,559,350 
1930 303,966, 11 I 
1935 305 ,485 ,6 17 
1940 396,158,249 
1945 452,560,420 
1950 388,496,606 
1954 388,990,43 1 
1959 539,392,165 
1964 680,800.206 
1969 755,352,230 
1974 84 1,044,625 
1978 1,003,837 ,396 
1982 1,102,228,920 
1987 1,110,507,906 
1992 1,1 76,570, 738 
1997 J ' 181 ,250,53 1 
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